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Preface
This thesis marks the ending of my student life. Looking back at the Master programme at Radboud
University, it has taught me a great deal of self-discipline and diligence. At the time when my fellow
students and I were asked to come up with an idea for our theses, we were told to conduct research
on a topic we are eagerly interested in. To me, it was clear from the beginning that I would like to
devote my research to urban art, as I am concerned with the phenomenon for a very long time. Before
the Master thesis, it has contributed to my fascination with urban studies, and might have even
unconsciously formed the basis for why I wanted to study Urban and Cultural Geography in the first
place.
At this point, I want to express my gratitude to all respondents who participated in this research for
overcoming initial concerns associated with introducing a researcher into their practices and lifeworld,
which in some cases are on the borderline of legality.
In addition, I want to thank my supervisor, Pascal Beckers for the regular exchange on the progress
and his challenging, yet insightful remarks and for helping me to keep the project on course.
Finalizing this thesis, I am more than happy with the outcome and the research progress, particularly
in these uncertain times during COVID-19. I sincerely hope that my satisfaction with the thesis can be
retrieved by its readers and that the research results provide thought-provoking impulses for city
branding utilizing urban art, in Cologne and elsewhere.
Tobias Heck
Kleve, February 2021
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» The street is a place to play and learn. The street is disorder. […]. This disorder is alive. It
informs. It surprises. […]. Revolutionary events generally take place in the street. Doesn’t this
show that the disorder of the street engenders another kind of order? The urban space of the
street is a place for talk, given over as much to the exchange of words and signs as it is to the
exchange of things. A place where speech becomes writing. A place where speech can become
“savage” and, by escaping rules and institutions, inscribe itself on walls. «

̶ (Lefebvre, 1970/2003, p. 18 f.)
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Summary
The subculture of urban art first emerged more than 50 years ago as a visual phenomenon. Ever since
then, its manifestations have broadened into numerous practices and urban art can nowadays be
found in almost every city around the world. Encompassing illegal as well as commissioned artistic
interventions, the practices share a variety of characteristics. Accompanying the expansion of
practices, the subculture soon faced its incorporation into the market economy and consequently, its
commodification. Urban art is irrevocably connected with the renegotiation and contestation of public
space, which reveals its link to a few socio-philosophical theories, most notably the ‘right to the city’,
proclaimed by Henri Lefebvre.
Building on the ideas of the creative city, which aims at attracting highly skilled residents, tourists who
seek authentic experiences, and investors generating new developments in urban neighbourhoods in
order to achieve competitive advantages, city branding has become a widely practiced tool in urban
governance. Externally representing a city’s uniqueness in an effort to evoke feelings of desirability, it
turns creativity and culture to account as its main elements.
Against this background, this research looks at the utilization of urban art as a creative and subcultural
practice to fulfil the objectives of city branding as a marketing-oriented urban strategy. Affecting our
conceptions of the city, urban art serves as a hallmark for authenticity through the edgy, resistant, and
cutting-edge connotations which the subculture evokes. Initially aiming to banish urban art from the
street, cities are undergoing a radical change in their orientation towards urban art and become
increasingly receptive of the subculture by implementing different means following the city branding
discourse. In combination with the subculture’s commercial development, the transition of cities’
orientations towards urban art result in subculture internal conflicts, including the issue of positioning
in this context.
Serving as a single unit case study for this thesis, the combination of city branding utilizing urban art
becomes clear in the Cologne neighbourhood of Ehrenfeld. High vacancy rates in the 1990s served as
a creative and cultural breeding ground in the neighbourhood. Today, Ehrenfeld has the reputation of
being the creative melting pot of the city and to be the neighbourhood with the highest density of
urban art. Undergoing structural modifications as well as gentrification, the municipality’s city
branding efforts making use of urban art also take place in Ehrenfeld. As a result, it becomes clear how
the marketing strategy does not only entail implications on the local subculture of urban art, but also
on the promoted neighbourhood.
Applying a qualitative multi-method approach, these implications are examined by deploying
interviews with Cologne based urban artists, analysis of their spatial behaviour, visual data, and
secondary research. With the aid of five sub questions, the main research question that is answered is
formulated as follows: ‘What are the implications for the subculture of urban art arising from its
utilization for creative city branding strategies in the Cologne neighbourhood of Ehrenfeld and what
are the related factors that must be considered for this strategic orientation?’
The research findings reveal a fundamentally positive attitude towards the municipality’s orientation,
with varying implications on the subculture depending on the typology of the urban artist. Five
characteristics were identified which constitute different typologies of Cologne based urban artists.
These refer to: orientation towards the roots and original ideas of urban art, degree of accessibility to
outsiders of the subculture, commerciality, risk-taking and self-sacrifice, appropriation, and sense of
place. The emerging typologies provide for a more nuanced understanding of reactions and positions
within the subculture and introduce possible gatekeepers to fill the interface between the
municipality’s endeavours and the local subculture. In addition, the spatial assemblage of different
v

forms of urban art follows clear internal rules and is far from a random composition. By commissioning
or repainting existing interventions, the municipality interferes with this spatial arrangement. It results
in loss of space for illegal forms and artists increasingly turning away from Ehrenfeld. This issue is
reinforced by the analysis of what is deemed promotable art for the city’s strategic approach: it was
found that the promotion is dependent on different degrees of desirability and cultural permissibility.
This selective promotion territorializes urban art by favouring some modes of production over others
and has further implications on Ehrenfeld’s creativity: expelling unfavourable forms of urban art while
promoting others, disregards the heterogenous manifestations of the subculture and leads to
resentment among local urban artists. In addition, it diminishes the heterogeneity of urban art and
thus creates space that is interchangeable and therefore loses its competitive advantage. The efficacy
of Cologne’s city branding with regards to urban art is further mitigated by the research finding that
Cologne’s administrative structure lacks uniform positioning towards urban art, which results in
fragmented approaches among different municipal’s stakeholders. The success of the marketing
approach depends on several crucial factors, including compensation of the local subculture,
involvement of local artists, and respect for the origins of urban art. For the reasons mentioned above,
city branding must consider the subversive components of urban art to avoid the promotion of
Ehrenfeld as a myth and to enhance the acceptance within the local scene.
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1 Introduction
The subversive and counter-hegemonial practices of urban art have traditionally been categorically
rejected and prohibited from the streets by implementing zero-tolerance approaches. In a timely
coincidence with the emergence of the creative city discourse, cities changed their approach
profoundly and make use of urban art’s resistant reputation according to the laws and logic of city
branding. This policy shift prompts diverging reactions among the subculture of urban art.

1.1 Problem statement
Since first appearances of urban art in the streets of New York City in the late 1960s, the extent and
development of simple letterings which constitute the original shapes of the subculture could not have
been foreseen by its pioneers. To date, urban art has become an ubiquitous urban phenomenon,
shaping the visual design of cities around the globe (Ferrell & Weide, 2010; Zieleniec, 2016). Emerging
as acts of resistance against the omnipresence of advertisement in the public terrain and thus as tactics
of appropriation, the forms and types of urban art have broadened (Brighenti, 2010; Downing, 2010;
Molnár, 2017). Following this development, the subculture entails legitimized as well as illegal
practices, commissioned and countercultural interventions and is therefore situated between the
poles of commodification and resistance (Evans, 2016).
As an influencing factor for the expansion of urban artistic practices, the official responses of cities
towards the phenomenon have changed beyond recognition. Traditionally, cities have adopted a zerotolerance approach to contain appearances of urban art (Young, 2010). However, this discourse has
changed in recent years and cities increasingly recognise the value of urban art for urban economic
development (Insch & Walters, 2017). This is particularly reflected in city branding strategies, aiming
to improve the city’s reputation and achieve competitive advantages. City branding represents ‘the
process by which unique physical features of the city are defined, and come to encapsulate the essence
of the place’ (Rehan, 2014, p. 224). Apart from a broader neoliberal urban context, in which cities
compete with each other and tout for competitive advantages, it is most notably Richard Florida’s
(2012) contribution of ‘The Rise of the Creative Class’ that sparked this marketing-oriented strategy of
cities, which monetizes on local (sub)culture and creativity (Ulmer, 2017).
Regarding the changing reactions of cities on urban art as well as the subculture’s artistic broadening,
the Cologne neighbourhood of Ehrenfeld aptly represents these developments. Located to the west of
Cologne’s old town, the area used to be characterized by flows of migrants and an industrial sector
until the 1980s. Since then, gentrification processes have altered both its residential and business
structure, while the neighbourhood is now considered the multicultural centre of the city. It is also the
neighbourhood with the greatest density of both commissioned as well as illegal forms of urban art.
Ehrenfeld is symbolically charged and labelled Cologne’s hotspot for creativity. Its reputation mainly
originates from media reporting and its promotion as a destination area for tourists seeking authentic
experiences (Brocchi, 2019).
The combination of urban art and city branding is starting at the interface of Ehrenfeld’s reputed
creativity. The subculture aptly fits into the narrative of city branding’s utilization of creativity, it could
easily represent what Schacter means to express with the notion of ‘aesthetics of transgression’
(2014b, p. 165), which provides the neighbourhood with an authentic feeling and thus makes it
attractive for the creative class (Abarca, 2015). It shows how the appropriative practices of urban art
have been re-appropriated by local authorities following objectives dictated by the creative city
discourse (McAuliffe, 2012; Mould, 2017; Trubina, 2018). Within this context, the questions arise as to
what position local urban artists adopt, whether the municipality’s strategy deprives the subculture of
its resistant characteristics and whether these developments can be reconciled with the artists’ own
operational principles. Abaza (2016, p. 329) points to these issues when stating that ‘the
commodification of revolutionary art evidently reveals paradoxes and tensions among artists’.
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Regarding the subculture’s heterogeneity, it can be assumed that certain types of urban artists are
more devoted to the city’s strategy than others, which also appears to be dependent on the issue of
which kinds of interventions are relevant to the city’s strategic direction.
In addition, the outlined utilization of urban art leads to the issue of how these marketing-oriented
endeavours influence the spatial arrangement of urban art as well as the visual appearance of the
neighbourhood itself. Engaging in the neighbourhood’s creativity, city branding faces the issue of how
the strategy’s objectives can be ensured, while simultaneously sustaining the symbolic charisma of
Ehrenfeld’s creativity. It follows, that city branding efforts utilizing urban art do not only affect the
subculture, but the branded urban area as well.

1.2 Research objectives
The research puts the notion of implications at the centre. It thus devotes itself to the objectives of
gaining a nuanced understanding of the extent to which city branding affects the Cologne specific
urban art scene vis-à-vis in what way they are part of the subculture’s development itself. Moreover,
it aims to find out whether or not the implications for the neighbourhood of Ehrenfeld must be seen
in the broader context of urban development and to arrive at policy recommendations of what is to
be considered for the promotion of urban art in the city branding context. In more abstract terms, its
objectives are to elucidate the continuum between urban art and city branding, and thus appropriation
and re-appropriation, urban disorder, and order. To arrive at these objectives, it is crucial to gain
insights from within the promoted centre of creativity, Cologne based urban artists. Following the call
of Ley & Cybriswky (1974, p. 505) ‘We must understand the behavioral environment, the complex of
socially and culturally determined beliefs and perceptions, and learn to read its diagnostic indicators if
we wish to develop social and behavioral theory’, the research aims to spatially delve into the visual
practices of urban artists to arrive at a more extensive understanding of their territoriality and thus on
their implications.

1.3 Research questions
The main research question guiding the path towards arriving at these objectives is formulated as
follows: ‘What are the implications for the subculture of urban art arising from its utilization for creative
city branding strategies in the Cologne neighbourhood of Ehrenfeld and what are the related factors
that must be considered for this strategic orientation?’
In order to be able to answer the single components of this question, five additional sub questions are
established, attending to examine partial aspects of the main research question in a nuanced manner:
1.

What constitutes the typology of urban artists in Cologne?

2.

How are illegal and legitimized forms juxtaposed in relation to their spatial environment?

3.

Can the resistant and countercultural roots of urban art coexist with commissioned and
legitimized forms?
Which manifestations of urban art are promoted in this neighbourhood and how does the
promotion affect creativity within Ehrenfeld?

4.
5.

In what ways has urban art in Ehrenfeld been utilized for Cologne’s creative city branding?

1.4 Relevance
This research’s relevance will be presented in two ways: scientific and societal relevance. The former
refers to its scientific value in terms of how the research will help with progressing the research topic
scientifically by filling an academic void, whereas the latter portrays the importance of the practical
value given by this thesis.
2

1.4.1 Scientific relevance
This research contributes to filling several research gaps identified by scholars in the research area of
urban artistic interventions related to the utilization beyond the art form’s subcultural origins.
To begin with, the thesis adds to the interpretation of the term urban art. Comprising various artistic
interventions in the public space such as graffiti and street art, it is worth noting that associated terms
have transformed from their initial connotation: ‘its cutting-edge status is increasingly challenged’
(Brighenti, 2017, p. 119). Through their reinventing characteristics and usage in different realms, both
graffiti and street art lack uniform definitions. The clear distinction between these two as often found
in scholarly examination ignores their connections and links. This demonstrates the need to redefine
our understanding based on contemporary developments. Both graffiti and street art share the same
practice when being performed: the claim for participation in the design of public spaces. They also
share techniques and tools, creating territories and ‘dynamics into the urban artistic intervention field
and the appropriation of public space’ (Willcocks, Thorpe, Toylan, Clavell, & Moliner, 2015, p. 81)
(Merrill, 2015). These shared characteristics constitute the common ground for understanding these
artistic acts in a broader sense as one interconnected subculture. Against the backdrop of the thesis’
topic, one collective term comprising several practices will serve as the analytical element: urban art.
This makes up the first part of the thesis’ scientific relevance.
While the use of urban art in the context of urban revitalization processes is gaining increasing scientific
recognition, ‘the roles that artists play in protecting and contesting public visual space would benefit
from further study’ (Ulmer, 2017, p. 499). Douglas (2014, p. 19) stresses the importance of
investigating the artists’ positions in the debate by pointing out that ‘more research on DIY urban
design practices and their creators is necessary to reveal the mechanisms behind these phenomena
and their cultural, spatial, and socioeconomic relevance’. Engaging with urban artists is promising to
gain insights on their perspectives, reactions, and impressions on the municipal utilization of ‘their’ art
form and the degree to which they produce art accordingly. Molnár (2017, p. 391) argues that previous
examinations of urban artists’ perspectives took place ‘without offering a more comprehensive view
of graffiti practice in relation to larger urban structural conditions’. Kavaratzis & Ashworth (2015,
p. 156) hint at this connection by stating that ‘place branding not only is informed and affected by
culture but also informs and affects it; an aspect largely neglected in practice and the literature’. This
thesis adds to this research gap by recognizing the reciprocity of the issue and analysing implications
for the subculture of urban art. Following Iveson (2010) and van Loon (2014, p. 15), who establish a
connection between tactics of appropriation in the form of urban artists in public space and the wellknown concept of ‘the right to the city’ by Henri Lefebvre (2006), ‘future research could focus on issues
and frictions relating to the battle for public space’. Shedding light on the positions that artists take in
the debate on institutionalized forms of urban art as opposed to informal urban art interventions
contributes to the author’s recommendations.
In addition, Kavaratzis & Ashworth (2015, p. 156) propose the need for ‘more refined understandings
of such use [the use of culture within place branding] and ways in which this can be attempted more
effectively’. There is a lack of scientific engagement on this object of investigation in combination with
urban art and its use within place branding, so that focusing on the city branding context of the
municipality of Cologne and ensuing policy recommendations opens up the possibility for comparative
approaches, thus for further scientific development. The final contribution to filling research gaps
marks dealing with the spatiality of urban art, following Costa & Lopes’ (2014, p. 19) call: ‘it will be
interesting on further work to understand more deeply […] the territorialisation of graffiti, trying to
figure out different areas and intervention modes in the city’.
Enhancing the scientific relevance as a last point, the thesis contributes to the extension of the existing
‘spot theory’, constructed by Ferrell & Weide (2010, p. 61). The theory will be introduced in the
theoretical framework.
3

1.4.2 Societal relevance
This research’s societal relevance concerns both the relevance for the subculture of urban art and the
neighbourhood of Ehrenfeld serving as the spatial context for urban artworks and city branding. The
societal impact varies between degrees of scope, ranging from direct and indirect consequences.
Urban art’s character of being an ‘almost ubiquitous feature of towns and cities across the world’
(Zieleniec, 2016, p. 1) raises questions about its inherent social functions. One aspect is that they shape
the public space by having an impact on its visual composition. As Henke (2015, p. 295) put it, ‘it
prompts a dialogue with the city’s reality’. Particularly those artistic interventions which are politically
charged encourage the public discourse, often reflect the prevalent societal opinions in the
neighbourhood of the intervention. For this reason, practices of urban art fulfil important social
functions by reinforcing a shared sense of belonging with the subculture itself as well as with the
environment that it is put up at. Delving into the operational principles of different types of urban
artists elucidates the subculture’s heterogeneity in detail. The utilization of urban art for city branding
represents an external influence which intervenes with the spatial composition of different forms of
urban art and thus influences the subculture’s development out of its own sphere of influence. Based
on these considerations, policy recommendations are socially relevant for this process, as they provide
information on different types or urban artists and the spatiality of their interventions, respectively.
This, in turn, facilitates a more nuanced comprehension of the subculture’s heterogeneity and
awareness for considering city branding as an influencing factor of the subculture’s development.
Moreover, the transformation of urban art interventions accompanies issues concerning the
preservation of the art form’s primary meaning, the right to visually shape the city and whether
institutionalized and illicit manifestations of urban art can coexist at the same time. These issues have
a broad societal impact not only on the artists themselves, but also on the wider society that engage
with their interventions in everyday life.
As indicated in the problem statement, Ehrenfeld is a steadily changing neighbourhood. Apart from
influencing the development of urban art, city branding efforts also have implications on the
neighbourhood level. The impacts vary from influencing the territorialisation of urban art and thus the
location of different types of urban artists in the neighbourhood, to identity-related issues in
connection with the neighbourhood’s reputation and thus the residential level of Ehrenfeld. Since city
branding in combination with urban art contributes to the transformation of the district, the social
relevance of this research additionally refers to a better anticipation of these social impacts and to a
more careful management of these. As a result, this research’s societal relevance is enhanced by
investigating these implications in detail and examining the influence of heedless promotional efforts
on the neighbourhood.

1.5 Reading structure
This research is subdivided into a total of nine chapters. Following the introduction to the research
topic, the theoretical framework is separated into three different chapters, representing chapters 2 to
4. This structure helps to distinguish urban art (Chapter 2) and city branding (Chapter 3) as independent
theoretical components, before they are merged to reveal their connections against the current state
of scientific knowledge (Chapter 4). Subsequently, the methodological toolbox is presented (Chapter
5), followed by addressing the case-study of Cologne Ehrenfeld against the background of this
research’s focus (Chapter 6). The thesis proceeds by analysing the outcomes of the conducted research
(Chapter 7). Referring back to the research questions, Chapter 8 answers the sub questions and the
main research question in detail. As the final component part, the research closes with limitations and
both practical as well as theoretical recommendations (Chapter 9). The appendices serve the purpose
of deepening insights to the contents on the one hand, and to function as a derivation for the research
findings on the other hand.
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2 Urban Art
The objective of this chapter is to outline artistic interventions in the urban space by giving an overview
of practices and characteristics, embedded into their history and emergence, to arrive at a definition
for urban art that will serve as an analytical element for this thesis. In a second step, the points
introduced will be placed into the context of social theories, most notably those of Henri Lefebvre, the
Situationist International and Michel De Certeau and thereby providing a starting point for critically
assessing urban art’s utilization for creative city branding.

2.1 History and development
Graffiti writing as a subcultural art form first occurred on the east coast of the USA in the late 1960s
and it did not take much more than a decade before it spread almost everywhere around the globe
from the early 1980s onwards (Abarca, 2015). Its emergence as illicit artistic interventions in the public
space of the USA coincided with a time when deprived neighbourhoods were neglected by local
governments, whereas simultaneously, the visibility of advertising increased in the cityscape (BanetWeiser, 2011). Engaging in a battle for public visual space, graffiti can thus initially be considered a
form of creative resistance, charged with a ‘significant counterhegemonic dimension’ (Downing, 2010,
p. 122) (Brighenti, 2010). This portrayal persists today, as the art form is often regarded as rebellious,
revolutionary or a representation for aesthetic resistance (Schacter, 2014b). Although this view is
appropriate for the art forms’ earliest appearances, it solely provides a fragmented, incomplete image
of its presence today (Kramer, 2016).
Graffiti today is a ubiquitous feature of cities all over the world, but it is far less homogenous as its
forms of expressions have expanded over time. With artists striving for social recognition of their
artworks, legal forms of expression added to the range of graffiti. In a study on New York City’s legal
graffiti writing culture, Kramer (2016, p. 115) notes that commercial and legal forms already existed in
the early years of the subculture, ‘but it was much less common than it is today’. In an early study on
graffiti, Creswell (1992) addressed issues for the subculture accompanied by taking the art form off
the streets and putting it into galleries. These studies restrict the expanding manifestations to internal
conflicts but did not affect the sphere outside of the subculture. This changed with the appearance of
street art in the late 1990s. Although sharing several features with its predecessor graffiti, these artistic
urban interventions are easier to understand for the wider public by focussing on figurative elements
instead of letters (as in graffiti) and thus, are more commonly accepted (Schacter, 2014b). As a
consequence, the subculture did not only approach the contemporary art market, but it was also
incorporated into the market economy at the same time (Brighenti, 2016; McAuliffe, 2012). These
processes have further expanded the practices of artistic interventions in the urban, such as large-scale
images, referred to as murals, and represent its development ‘into a legitimate, if alternative, urban
economy’ (Ferrell & Weide, 2010, p. 49), but also its commodification (Evans, 2016).

2.2 Characteristics
Despite the ever-expanding manifestations and developments, the practices share a number of central
elements as a consensus, which are important to elaborate in order to conceptually approach the
research topic in a nuanced manner. They form the basis for understanding the social field as a
subculture for two reasons: first, because of aesthetic demarcation of its manifestations is not of
concern for this thesis’ scope and second, because subcultures are ‘social groups organized around
shared interests and practices’, according to the broad definition given by Gelder & Thornton (1997,
p. i).

2.2.1 Unwritten rules
Even though it may appear as if manifestations of the subculture take place everywhere, as a matter
of fact, people who are involved in urban artistic interventions have developed a number of unwritten
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rules, or ethics, dictating rules of the game (Kramer, 2016; Mould, 2017; Willcocks, Thorpe, Toylan,
Clavell, & Moliner, 2015). Such ‘moral codes’ (Ferrell & Weide, 2010, p. 54) relate to acknowledging
individual property rights, religious buildings, as well as memorial and community murals (Willcocks et
al., 2015). These frameworks, however, do not include business or governmental property (Ferrell
& Weide, 2010). It must be acknowledged that given the fact that these rules are unwritten, it is likely
that they will evolve over time and are interpreted differently within the urban art scene. The wellconsidered locality for the intervention is another guideline, constituting a distinct characteristic.

2.2.2 Local specificities
Careful consideration of the intervention’s locality is an essential part of the subculture. This argument
is not only emphasized by the many studies dealing with the subculture’s geographies and spatial
behaviour (Ley & Cybriwsky, 1974; Sequeira, 2017; Tribble, 2018; van Loon, 2014), but also because in
order to be able to conceive the art, one needs to take into account its spatial connection and
composition (Schacter, 2016). Thus, site-specifically selecting and evaluating surfaces, adjusting to the
architecture and atmosphere are features that are shared among producers of urban artistic
interventions that might most suitably be described as sense of place (Brighenti, 2016; van Loon, 2014).
Irvine (2012, p. 238) aptly depicts this: ‘Street artists are masters of the semiotics of space’, whose
small-scale engagement provides them with the opportunity to adjust the message of their artworks
(Abaza, 2016).

2.2.3 Ephemerality
Irrespective of the particular art’s message, ephemerality is another central element of urban artistic
interventions (Riggle, 2010). This is due to two major reasons: illegality and/or weather. As described
in the previous section, parts of the subculture are being made illegally, so that they are often cleanedup or ‘buffed’, the term used in the subculture’s jargon, after a short period of time (Evans, 2016).
Since urban artistic interventions at least alter the space’s pre-existing reality, accepting its transient
presence is essential as well (Henke, 2015).

2.2.4 Appropriation
Artistic interventions (illegally) appropriate public visual space in the urban and thereby challenge
ideas of property and indirectly formulate the question of access rights to public space (Kaltenhäuser
& Barringhaus, 2019). This is partly a response to commercial regulation of the visual design of cities,
as well as an effort to visually shape the image of the city at one’s own will (Irvine, 2012). In this sense,
they are questioning the ‘city out on what it is while imagining what it could become’ (Ulmer, 2017,
p. 493).

2.2.5 Importance of terminology
Vocabulary matters with regards to the subculture for two reasons: first, because people involved with
the subculture increasingly see themselves as rightful actors of the general public, carefully adapting
their terminology used (Kramer, 2016). Second, because the public awareness and commercial
understanding of the subculture vary widely depending on terms used (Bowen, 2013; Evans, 2016).
Whereas connotations with graffiti are mostly associated with pure vandalism and invasiveness, street
art is more generally accepted due to its consumable and comprehensible manifestations as well as its
cutting-edge and creative reputation that makes it commercially exploitable (Brighenti, 2016;
Willcocks et al., 2015). Arguably, this is a good example of how ‘naming enables specific politics and
justifies acting upon them’ (Andron, 2018, p. 1044). Still, it has to be acknowledged how the
understanding of these subjects is never fixed, but changing over time (Lewisohn, 2008).
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2.3 Interpretation and definition of the term: urban art
Given the subculture’s evolving, innovative manifestations and usage in different realms, the research
topic lacks a compliant and mutual definition (R. Klein, 2016). This demonstrates the need to redefine
their understanding based on contemporary developments. The above stated characteristics have
demonstrated the commonalities of different manifestations within the subculture. A clear
demarcation between graffiti, street art, and other practices ignores their blurry links and boundaries,
since the practices are linked and overlapping internally, but also in relation to the commercial art
world (Brighenti, 2010; Dickens, 2008). Using a collective term comprising all evolving manifestations
as one interconnected subculture is expedient to break up definitional dichotomies, identified by other
authors, of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ art, vandalism or art, as well as illegal and legal (Morgan Wells, 2016;
Schacter, 2016; Ulmer, 2017). This is not, of course, to suggest that graffiti, street art, murals or other
manifestations should be named interchangeably. Additionally, the discussions arising from a bilateral
vision of the phenomena cannot be understated, but rather ‘to acknowledge them as part of the
phenomenon itself’ (Hoppe, 2018, p. 10). Against this background, urban art is addressed as an
umbrella term for all artistic interventions on urban walls which are characterized by appropriation
and ephemerality, adhere to their unwritten rules and taking into account their spatial surroundings.
It should, however, be noted that producers of urban art might not find this term applicable or even
refuse it, because labels reduce the multi-dimensional, or even ‘contradictory forms of cultural
production that they generated, that simply turned them into one-dimensional artistic caricatures
rather than embodied, complex actors’ (Schacter, 2014a, p. 50).

2.4 Conjunction with socio-philosophical theories
Looking at the street and walls not only as components of the urban infrastructure, but rather as
contested surfaces appropriated by urban art in a battle for and the meaning of public visual space,
enables us to look at urban art as an interrogation with the public domain (Banet-Weiser, 2011;
Brighenti, 2010). Within this approach, artistic interventions are questioning existing rules and
agreements dictating what is appropriate use of public space, thus ‘renegotiating the boundaries of
the urban public sphere’ (Molnár, 2017, p. 395) (Baldini, 2016). As was shown in the previous section,
part of the starting point for urban art returns to the idea of expressing an antithesis to commercial
advertising’s proliferation in the cityscape and reclaiming urban space (Molnár, 2017). Although this
argument may not be universally applicable to all urban art manifestations, what applies more
generally is brought forward by Cresswell (1996, p. 47), arguing that it ‘challenges the dominant
dichotomy between public and private space’. Questioning property relations and the functionality of
cities, it is transforming the urban visual design in a process centred around its users and therefore
indirectly calls for the need to participate (Kaltenhäuser & Barringhaus, 2019). These deliberations can
be linked with a number of arguments brought forward by critical social theorists, whose thoughts will
be outlined and subsequently connected to the practices of urban art. Connecting the background and
act of urban artistic interventions to these theories is conducive to recognize the social and political
value that urban art entails by renegotiating and contesting public space, providing deeper grounding
to the discussion on urban art.

2.4.1 Henri Lefebvre
The Marxist philosopher and sociologist, Henri Lefebvre, envisaged the city and the urban area not as
places, but as social conditions of collective inspiration and joint action. His perspective resulted in a
number of publications in the 1960s and 1970s, discussing how capital structures the production of
urban space and calling for ‘radical restructuring of social, political, and economic relations’ (Purcell,
2002, p. 101) (Lefebvre, 1976, 1996, 1970/2003). Within this structuration process, Lefebvre argued
that ‘spaces are always available for reappropriation’ (Iveson, 2013, p. 944) through lived experiences
and everyday practice of its users (Lefebvre, 1996; Zieleniec, 2016). His much proclaimed and recited
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‘right to the city’ continues this line of thinking, entailing two principle rights for city residents:
participation and appropriation (Purcell, 2002). These can aptly be connected to the practices of urban
art: urban art creates the possibility of an active engagement with public space that results in everyday
practices redesigning walls of the urban landscape (Zieleniec, 2016). Another notion introduced by
Lefebvre emphasizes this argument: when the philosopher imagines the city as ‘œuvre’, he imagined
it as a work of art rather than a material product (Lefebvre, 1996). Inscriptions of urban art literally
represent this thinking.

2.4.2 Situationist International
The Situationist International (S.I.) originated in the late 1950s from a group of intellectuals and artists
as protagonists of the idea of giving the city back to the people by developing a series of strategies
aiming at counteracting mundane and habitual everyday life (Hubbard, 2018). With regards to urban
art, two of these strategies are most applicable: le détournement and le dérive. ‘Le détournement’
refers to a semantic change or redirection of meanings (Molnár, 2017). By purposefully changing the
visual design of a wall, or covering up advertisings with artistic interventions, urban art actively detours
their meanings and thereby opens up democratic exchange among those who explore the art through
their inscriptions. ‘Le dérive’, another core element of the Situationist International denotes the act of
wandering around, the sensual exploration of a city to open up for revitalizing surprising moments in
the urban (Ferrell & Weide, 2010). As was shown, considering the locality for the intervention is an
essential constituent for the subculture of urban art. This practice represents the notion of ‘le dérive’
and prompts social dialogue by ‘question[ing] people’s taken-for-granted ways of seeing, thinking, and
feeling’ (Molnár, 2017, p. 394).

2.4.3 Michel de Certeau
In one of his most influential publications, ‘The practice of everyday life’ (Certeau, 1984), the
sociologist and philosopher Michel de Certeau elaborates how the creation of space originates by lived
experience and how these experiences ultimately ‘might reveal the subversive and resistant qualities
of everyday urban life’ (Hubbard, 2018, p. 211). Subversiveness and resistance, according to de
Certeau’s understanding, thus take place through ordinary activities as to walk where one is not
expected, opposing predetermined use and order of space. In the author’s terms, these activities
portray tactical appropriations and can be linked to practices of urban art that illegally access areas
(for example rooftops of buildings or railroad tracks). De Certeau (1984) further makes a distinction
between the rigid gaze of the city planner and everyday life of its citizens (Ferrell & Weide, 2010). As
urban art interventions are shaped to a large degree by ephemerality, they are therefore dynamic and
never fixed, and as the intervention’s involvement with its locality shows, it is always in motion (Ferrell
& Weide, 2010). These arguments further connect to the philosopher’s view.
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3 City Branding
Urban art can be considered to be part of (sub)cultural and creative activities, which are to be
understood as core elements of creative city branding in the present chapter. After introducing urban
economic restructuration in combination with neoliberal urban politics and an influential publication
by Florida (2002) as starting points for city branding, arriving at a definition of city branding will make
up part of the objective for this section. As will be shown, culture and creativity as values for city
branding entail a number of associated advantages, which will be discussed by demonstrating related
strategic objectives. Simultaneously, it also poses related challenges and limitations, which will be
highlighted by the end of this chapter.

3.1 Background for development of city branding
Accompanied by declining industrial production, cities have increasingly been facing the challenge of
economic restructuring and urban regeneration for several decades (Evans, 2016). This development
was concomitant with neoliberal politics which have become the prevalent normative orientation
towards urban development around the globe since the 1980s. Neoliberal policies assume that the
best conditions for socio-economic development consist of unregulated and competitive markets in
the absence of state involvement (Peck, Theodore, & Brenner, 2009). In application, neoliberal urban
politics deregulates and privatises responsibilities formerly ascribed to the public sector and strives for
strategic profit-orientation, which results in increasing competitions among cities (Andron, 2018;
Kramer, 2016; Taşan-Kok, 2010). Neoliberal urban politics as a strategic orientation for cities has
arguably been inspired and enhanced by Richard Florida’s (2002) influential publication ‘The Rise of
the Creative Class’, which proposes that in order to flourish economically, cities have to attract skilled
labour in the form of ‘creative’ professionals as well as tourists and generate new developments in
neighbourhoods by stressing their cultural assets to facilitate capital investment (Banet-Weiser, 2011;
Fainstein, 2010; Grodach, Foster, & Murdoch, 2014; Hubbard, 2017; Ulmer, 2017). Schacter (2014b,
p. 162) states that today, city governments ‘have become entranced by the possibilities of what is
termed the creative’, and Andron (2018, p. 1050) considers that this orientation ‘efficiently becomes
an imperative in a globalized culture of urban rankings and competitions’. Against this background, the
‘new cultural economy’ (McAuliffe, 2012, p. 193) has become a panacea in the challenge of economic
restructuration. A widely applicable means to achieve what Florida (2002) has argued for is city
branding.

3.2 Definition city branding
In order to bring the components which city branding entails closer to examination, a general definition
of the term brands helps in approaching the research topic. To Hankinson & Cowking (1993, p. 10) ‘a
brand is a product or service made distinctive by its positioning relative to the competition and by its
personality, which comprises a unique combination of functional attributes and symbolic values’. From
these points it can be deduced what this means for cities. More than just creating slogans and logos,
city branding is an integral approach to urban governance and involves a number of elements, such as
destination marketing and corresponding formulation of local policies, to externally represent the
city’s uniqueness in an effort to evoke feelings of desirability (Dudek-Mańkowska & Grochowski, 2019;
Kavaratzis, 2008; Kavaratzis & Ashworth, 2015).

3.3 Elements of city branding
Based on a study, which analysed different approaches to city branding, Evans (2016) states that
looking at urban elements used for city branding, hard infrastructural components, and physical
attributes take an inferior position. Instead, the strategies analysed revealed a focus on soft factors,
such as culture. These findings are particularly interesting against the argument of Banet-Weiser
(2011), stating that culture and creativity have become a standardised medium in urban planning and
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marketing for revitalization and transformation of place and space. It is therefore worthwhile to look
at creativity and culture in an effort to point out what makes them such valuable elements for city
branding.

3.3.1 Elements of city branding: culture
The focus on using culture as a factor for stimulating economic growth by attributing it a central role
in urban regeneration is not a new movement and exceeds the trend-setting remarks of Florida (2002)
in time (Tsui, 2008). This is particularly evident with regard to Zukin (1995, p. 2), stating that culture
has become more than just a factor for stimulating economic growth, but ‘more and more the business
of cities’. Cultural planning has thus risen as a department within urban administrations and is highly
intertwined today with urban planning (McAuliffe, 2012; Tsui, 2008). Because culture functions as a
narrative as well as a useful means for symbolic representations of the city, it functions as an attractor
for the ‘creative class’. It is these reasons that explain culture’s widespread use for city branding
(Kavaratzis & Ashworth, 2015).

3.3.2 Elements of city branding: creativity
While culture as an element for city branding has had a firm place in promotional efforts of cities for
many years, the branding of creativity is a movement that arguably has its origins in Florida’s (2002)
deliberations and which promotes more vague assets of the place than culture (Evans, 2015). It needs
to be considered, however, that the understanding of creativity depends on its context. In the creative
city discourse, creativity are competencies that are based locally and can serve as means for urban
regeneration, whereas the notion is presented differently within creative class contexts: here, it is
rather a spatial feature and quality in the wider connection to competing cities. It is the latter notion
that has been incorporated into city branding efforts (Hesse & Lange, 2012). In application, these imply
factors such as atmosphere, social climate, tolerance, authenticity, buzz, vibrancy, and coolness, but
also creative practices such as urban art, further promoting the city’s distinctiveness (DudekMańkowska & Grochowski, 2019; Evans, 2015; Hesse & Lange, 2012; Hubbard, 2017). Their physical
application mostly refers to the visual design of cities and represent a ‘rich material for visual branding
and destination marketing’ (Evans, 2015, p. 145). Before dealing with the connection of this idea to
urban art, it is first important to examine the strategic goals and related challenges of this creative city
branding endeavour.

3.4 Strategic objectives
As the given definition of city branding implies, its most integral part is the promotion of the city’s
assets to make it desirable for a particular target group: the ‘creative class’. Within this promotional
effort, constructing affirmative images is a key instrument to improve a city’s attractiveness and
reputation, leading to increased competitiveness (Dudek-Mańkowska & Grochowski, 2019; Vanolo,
2008). Indicated in the beginning of this chapter, creative city branding is pursued as a strategy to
strengthen the city’s economic progress. This refers to three core factors, as suggested by the
literature. The first one is to attract visitors with the branding strategy, so that revenues from the
tourism industry eventually grow (Banet-Weiser, 2011; Kavaratzis & Ashworth, 2015). The second one
is to lure investors and investment by creating and representing areas appropriate for creative
industries, vaguely understood as a sector focussing on new media and design (Hubbard, 2018; Vanolo,
2008). The third one relates to drawing potential residents, primarily in the form of well-educated
professionals, ideally bringing along a certain amount of entrepreneurship in creative industries to
make for spill-over effects further leading to neighbourhood improvements (Banet-Weiser, 2011;
Grodach et al., 2014). From these associated benefits of creative city branding it becomes obvious that
this approach has become what Hesse & Lange (2012, p. 351) call ‘a future reference model for urbaneconomic development’. Although utilizing creativity for fiscal ambitions is an approach often
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replicated, it still is an essential factor to enhance the city’s competitiveness (Hubbard, 2017). Thrift’s
(2004, p. 59) notion of ‘economic weapons’ in the context of using creativity does not only emphasize
this competitiveness, but also makes clear how ‘creativity’ has consequently been separated from its
initial context.
Turning to non-economic objectives, the literature suggests that creative city branding contribute to
enhancing feelings of local identity through a differentiation and increased recognition from other
cities (Hubbard, 2018; Kavaratzis & Ashworth, 2015). It is here that Schacter (2014b, p. 163) expresses
criticism towards creative city branding efforts, arguing that ‘they act as a cheap ‘fix’ for a complex
issue, a tool for advancement in material rather than societal terms’. This critique opens up the need
to look at associated challenges and limitations for these promotional efforts.

3.5 Challenges and limitations
What Schacter (2014b, p. 163) ultimately refers to by addressing creative city branding ‘as a cheap ‘fix’
for a complex issue’, is the question of to what extent ‘creativity’ can fulfil its attributed role of being
the remedy for what the post-industrial city has left behind (McAuliffe, 2012). This issue is arguably
particularly important against the backdrop of the current COVID-19 pandemic, with many freelance
artists and creatives struggling to subsist on their practices, which constitute the basis of promoting
the creative image of a city. Another more essential question is put forward by Hesse & Lange (2012,
p. 351), arguing that ‘such promotion of creative cities is based on the assumption that creativity in a
city can be fostered, steered or governed in one or another way’. In fact, the issue in how far creativity
relates to processes which happen from within and are outside the local government’s agency must
be kept in mind and will be discussed in more detail in the analysis section of the research findings.
Furthermore, when aligning city branding policies with Florida’s (2002) explanations, it should be
noted that his theory has been widely criticized, among others because it depicts a one-dimensional
and homogenous image of the ‘creative class’ (e.g. Schacter, 2014b) and as different interpretations
of the notion of creativity have shown, it is not an asset that solely can be ascribed to talented
professionals of the ‘creative class’. Creative city branding efforts themselves also have been critiqued
in their core statements, for producing imitable images and identities, which do not contribute to a
stronger competition among cities, but rather lead to weak competition through their exchangeability
(Hubbard, 2018). Regardless of the numerous critiques countering the creative governance approach
on hand, the social and cultural implications of these efforts must be considered. As the above outlined
strategic objectives have shown, the approach mainly is adopted for economic purposes.
Understanding creativity and culture ‘as vehicles of economic generation or as a ‘quick fix’’ (Quinn,
2005, p. 927) withholds the cultural and social outcomes of this approach (Kavaratzis & Ashworth,
2015). Implications of creative city branding further extend to a transformation of urban culture
through commodification, or at least advance this process (Tsui, 2008). As cities are places of origin for
‘the production of culture, experimentation, art, and creativity in general’ (Vanolo, 2008, p. 372), this
issue needs to be regarded as a challenge for the urban economy. Urban art serves as a creative
practice based on which the process of commodification can be exemplified.
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4 Combining Urban Art and Creative City Branding
‘crime becomes creativity; madness becomes insight, dirt becomes something to hang over the
fireplace. The meanings of a particular act are not natural but created within particular discourses.’
(Cresswell, 1992, p. 337)
Following Cresswell’s (1992) train of thought, the evolving meaning of urban art has arguably been
created with the rise of the creative city discourse. The previous chapters have elucidated the field of
urban art and city branding separately. In this section, they will be merged in an attempt to explain
how official responses to the phenomenon by local authorities changed over time, what makes urban
art a valuable asset for city branding, and to show by which practical means urban art is being utilized
in this context. Subsequently, different reactions of urban artists and accompanying difficulties of
artists’ positionality will be discussed before a few points of related criticism represent the end of the
section. Together, the contents of this chapter complete the theoretical framework of this thesis and
act as a preparation for the research part.

4.1 From zero-tolerance to place-making: changing policy responses
Instructed to develop a new policy approach to urban art in the city of Melbourne, Australia, Young
(2010) depicts how most works of the world-renowned street artist Banksy, which he installed when
visiting Melbourne, have already been cleaned from the streets until city officials found out about the
artist’s growing reputation and thus, the artworks’ economic value. In consequence, it was permitted
and protected with the help of plexiglass. Not only do these delineations illustrate the changing
reactions to urban art at the societal level (Alvelos, 2004), but they also exemplify a shift in the
relationship of appropriation: initially being an act of appropriation to public space, the subcultural
activities of urban art have been reappropriated by local authorities following the rise of creative cities’
discourses (McAuliffe, 2012; Mould, 2017; Trubina, 2018). What is particularly striking about this
political approach is that it constitutes an inversion from initial responses to the phenomenon.

4.1.1 Traditional municipal responses to urban art
What followed the prevalence of urban art inscriptions on trains and the cityscape of New York City in
the 1970s was a response by the local government also known as a ‘zero-tolerance’ approach and
discussed in the realm of what Iveson (2010) calls ‘the wars on graffiti’. It did not take long until this
policy was adopted and implemented by local authorities around the globe, facing the visual
consequences of urban art’s global spread (Zieleniec, 2016). Criminalization of the phenomenon was
fuelled by the well-known ‘broken windows’ model, which argues that practices like graffiti or broken
windows themselves represent a neglect of public space resulting in increasing crime within the city
(Ferrell & Weide, 2010; Shobe & Banis, 2014). As a result of this policing, municipal units combatting
letterings in the urban space came into existence and businesses targeting the removal of ‘vandalized’
surfaces emerged, accelerating ‘the securitisation of urban public space’ (Zieleniec, 2016, p. 3) (Young,
2010). However, zero-tolerance policies as official responses to the phenomenon are deemed
unsuccessful and ineffective for two major reasons. First, because they do not engage with the
underlying motivations and lived reality of its producers and second, because they do not prevent the
cleaned surface from being written on but much more increase the likelihood of being reshaped in a
less sophisticated way by changing ‘the meaning of the spot’ to its producers (Ferrell & Weide, 2010,
p. 61) (Huntington, 2018).

4.1.2 Utilization of urban artistic creativity
In recent years, official policy responses to urban art inverted. With the outlined dialectic of the
‘creative city’ and city branding as a means to achieve its goals in mind, urban art plays a role in this
guiding principle of culture-led urban regeneration and is suitable for ‘the process of building an area’s
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reputation as creative’ (Zukin & Braslow, 2011, p. 138). Being subject to an increasing amount of
literature (e.g. Brighenti, 2016; McAuliffe, 2012; Mould, 2017; Schacter, 2014b), urban art perfectly
fits into the narrative of city branding’s utilization of ‘creativity’ for several reasons: occupying the
perfect amount of ‘subcultural energy and artistry’ (Banet-Weiser, 2011, p. 645) through its ‘edgy yet
polite’ (Ulmer, 2017, p. 498) character, urban art serves as a hallmark for authenticity which affects
our conceptions of the city (Zukin, 2010). Evoking feelings of desirability and authenticity, while
simultaneously being an essentially unpermitted practice, urban art thus aptly describes what Schacter
(2014b, p. 165) refers to with the notion ‘aesthetic of transgression’. Abarca (2015, p. 230) furthers
this approach by discussing how urban art ‘can give the streets a feeling of authentic, gritty inner city
life while remaining friendly and inclusive’. Again, it needs to be acknowledged that this usage depends
on the mode of inscription, with a general preference of murals over street art, and street art over
graffiti (Andron, 2018; Evans, 2016). Since reactions to urban art differ within society, the utilization of
urban art as a place-making tool also depends on the geographical context, promoting ‘creative’
neighbourhoods and quarters with urban art in place of branding the entire city area (Brighenti, 2017;
Evans, 2016). As Huntington (2018, p. 71) states, policy responses to urban art ‘are usually grounded
in assumptions about the economic or social effects’. The following section will further dive into
common measures to economically take advantage of urban art.

4.2 Implementation of urban art into creative city branding
There exist numerous official measures to implement the policy approach outlined in the previous
section. These measures will be presented in the following to give an overview of urban art as a placemaking tool from a practical point of view and to serve as a framework for analysing endeavours
following the creative city narrative by the municipality of Cologne. By showing the growing
receptiveness to urban art by local authorities in recent years, it becomes obvious how urban art has
been ‘ingrained in the official scripts of urban revitalization and urban promotion’ (Brighenti, 2017,
p. 119).

4.2.1 Legitimised space
The most passively permitting form signifying municipalities’ shifting orientation towards urban art are
legitimised spaces. This strategic approach refers to different forms of expression: first, transformation
of existing surfaces by giving permission for legal design, or ‘walls for safe experimentation’ (Evans,
2016, p. 168). These ‘halls of fame’, as generally referred to in the subculture’s jargon, are redesigned
regularly and provide a colourful appearance of the respective space. Second, legitimisation can take
place by what has been outlined in the introduction section of this chapter, conservation or at least ‘a
degree of acceptance […] in terms of […] cultural permissibility’ (Schacter, 2014b, p. 164) of artworks
(Young, 2010) (Brighenti, 2016). And third, approval of open spaces for murals, either available for
commercial rent or artistic design. While the former implies direct economic value for municipalities,
the latter contributes to the respective neighbourhood’s creativity as described above (van den Berg,
2018). Both forms of muralism have in common that they are more visible and appealing to observers
than other forms of urban art and that they work well in photographs because of their size (Abarca,
2016).

4.2.2 Destination marketing
Urban art has become a tourist attraction on its own and consequently, local governments have
adopted the phenomenon into their destination marketing mix (Evans, 2016). In a research by Andron
(2018), the researcher joins several street art tours in London’s district of Shoreditch to reveal how
space is produced through promotional efforts. With a growing number of city visitors interested in
exploring urban artistic interventions as signifiers for creativity on their own, these guided urban art
tours have become a popular tool in this regard by showing what are deemed desired forms of urban
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art and ‘where a tour booking will buy you the experience of place and art’ (Andron, 2018, p. 1046). In
addition, urban art guides have become a give-away at several tourist information desks (Abarca,
2015).

4.2.3 Urban art festivals
Further appealing to tourists, urban art festivals arguably constitute the most promising and most
applied measures to achieve the goals dictated by creative city discourse (Abarca, 2015). Although
seldom initiated by local authorities, these events are normally funded by municipalities and have
become an omnipresent spectacle with increasing tendencies ‘from Bristol to Bangkok, from Miami to
Manila’ (Schacter, 2014b, p. 164) (Abarca, 2016; Brighenti, 2017). As a result of these events, they
represent an inversion in who takes initiative for the urban artistic design from the artist to the
developer, and thus the relationship between the two (van den Berg, 2018). Together with the fact
that only ‘the top tier of Street Art professionals serve to facilitate and maintain’ this promotional
focus, it raises questions as to what positions local urban artists take.

4.3 Reaction of urban artists
As Abaza (2016, p. 329) notes, ‘the commodification of revolutionary art evidently reveals paradoxes
and tensions among artists’. At this point, this argument is raised to a higher level, as commodification
of urban art does not solely relate to incorporation of the market economy, but as we have seen to
policy approaches of local authorities alike, which have traditionally criminalized artistic interventions
in the urban space. In the outlined framework of different modes of production as well as utilization
of urban art, Banet-Weiser (2011, p. 651) ascertains that urban art ‘cultivates and nurtures an
authentic/commercial divide’ by engaging in unsanctioned practices and defying prescribed
functionalities of space. At the same time, urban artists are constantly torn between the production of
authentic interventions and devoting one’s art to commercial ambitions.

4.3.1 Positioning
The inner dispute for urban artists to position themselves within this context is further accentuated by
several conditions, making it an opaque involvement that needs to be pondered consistently. This is
firstly due to the fact that artists who have decided to produce artworks according to commercial
frameworks, frequently are not allowed to freely determine what to paint in detail, but must negotiate
the artistic content with the curator (Schulz, 2017). Secondly, decision-making is further complicated
when initially unauthorized interventions are being utilized for commercial purposes in retrospect.
With regards to this issue, a mural by the artists Blu and Henke in Berlin Kreuzberg is of relevance.
After its installation, the mural involuntarily became subject of urban art tours, post cards and was
used by the municipality of Berlin as a marketing tool (Henke, 2015). As a reaction to this, the artists
coated the mural entirely with black paint, signifying a resistance against reappropriation (Henke,
2015; Kaltenhäuser & Barringhaus, 2019). This act represents what Brighenti (2017, p. 128) refers to
when arguing that urban artists ‘have felt increasingly expropriated of their own productions, with
their own creative weapons of resistance turned against themselves’. Besides exacerbating the artists’
positionality, the issue also raises questions of responsibility.

4.3.2 Convergence
The place urban artists take within the creative city branding discourse is becoming more intricate by
being both conducive to commercial interests and subverting these endeavours at the same time
(Ulmer, 2017). Banet-Weiser (2011, p. 642) takes up this seemingly contradicting phenomena and
discusses it under the notion of ‘convergence culture’. The author notes how the relationship of street
art and advertising is not in opposition by showing how following the ideal of reclaiming the streets
with the help of artworks installed without authority has its own commercial appeal for artists. In this
sense, commerciality and creativity converge. In this sense her findings can be read as a plea for a more
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nuanced consideration than what the authentic/commercial binary implies. Urban art thus can partly
be envisioned ‘as a form of advertising in and of itself’ (Droney, 2010, p. 111). Banet-Weiser’s (2011)
deliberations are emphasized by Ulmer (2017, p. 498), who is claiming that some urban artists ‘work
against the system while also furthering its aims’ by producing both illicit and commissioned artworks
and by Linder & Meissner (2015) who remark urban artists’ complicity in the creative city discourse.
The street artist English (2014) aptly describes this development by stating that ‘artists working on the
streets are no longer considered outlaws; […]. I prefer to call them: in-laws.’. This perspective is not to
imply that this development can be applied to urban artists as a whole, given their heterogeneity, but
was nevertheless important to point out in challenging what Mclean (2014, p. 2170) calls ‘the often
one-sided portrayal of artists’ of either contributing to commodification and promotional efforts of
cities or producing counter-hegemonic acts of resistance.

4.4 Critique of changing urban art’s use
Tearing urban art from its uncommercial context and inserting the subculture as a tool into creative
city efforts has fostered several critiques. These include more general assessments of commodification
(Harvey, 2014), homogenizing public discourse by neutralizing urban art as a counter-hegemonic act
(Schacter, 2014b) as well as missing art criticism of sanctioned modes of production within urban art
and power relations accompanying urban art tours (Andron, 2018; Glaser, 2017). One more abstracted
form of criticism concerns the socio-cultural effects on neighbourhoods being subject to creative city
branding efforts involving urban art (Andron, 2018; Henke, 2015).

4.4.1 Commodification of urban art
Commodification of urban space following neoliberal urban politics is subject to many critiques (e.g.
Harvey, 2014; Peck, 2005). With regards to urban art, Schacter (2014b, p. 162) refers to this process as
‘domestication’ and ‘neutralization’, by which means urban art is reduced to solely functioning for the
‘acquisitive desires of the contemporary, neo-liberal city’. The author’s choice of words makes clear
the critical stance he is taking and is amplified by Abarca (2015, p. 234) regarding this issue as ‘merely
another one of contemporary capitalism’s methods of spectacularization by falsification’. The author
further forms a connection to the process of gentrification as a results of these efforts (Abarca, 2015).
The relationship between artists and gentrification has been studied in depth (e.g. Grodach et al., 2014;
Ley, 2003), but is increasingly a research subject in conjunction with urban art (see also Lennon, 2019).

4.4.2 Consensus in preference to dissent
Initially being a form of rebellious, appropriative creative resistance, it has been made clear in previous
sections that urban art emerged as a practice which is inherently political. Its institutionalization goes
hand in hand with focussing on urban art’s modes of production which evoke feelings of desirability,
while neglecting those spatial practices of actors challenging political and social conditions with their
artworks (Hou, 2020). Hou (2020, p. 118) treats this process as an act of ‘depoliticization’, because it
overshadows the political value that these undesired forms of production entail. This idea is picked up
and extended by Flessas & Mulcahy (2018, p. 226), arguing that even urban art ‘as a rebellious reaction
to established orders is now perceived to be part of both its intellectual and commercial appeal’. In
this sense, urban art is functionalized and whitewashed and thus has withdrawn its critical potential
(Mould, 2017). The critique of preferring consensus over dissent is completed by Schacter (2014b,
p. 173), arguing that this point of view by local authorities undermines the ‘complexity and
heterogeneity of social life’, because although subversive modes of production are controvertible and
therefore ‘far from easy’, they represent a dispute and contradiction ‘that must remain at the heart of
a heterogeneous democratic realm’ (Schacter, 2014b, p. 169).
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4.4.3 Urban art tours and festivals
The measures described above and artworks displayed in urban art tours and urban art festivals have
also become the object of criticism, particular because of their effects on the production of space
(Andron, 2018; Schacter, 2017). A central critique to guided urban art tours relates to the limits which
they establish between what is art and what is not. Following this binary logic, what is ignored during
these tours, thus is likely not to be art, while what is promoted, consequently is art. The tour guide has
the power to shape these impressions by creating labels (Andron, 2018). The literature suggests that
guided tours focus on legal commercial and artistic murals, while murals also are the prevalent mode
of production at urban art festivals (Abarca, 2016). Murals themselves have often been criticized as
being torn out of their spatial context, for their largely absence of art criticism as well as their missing
differentiated negotiation with the environment (Glaser, 2017; Kaltenhäuser & Barringhaus, 2019).
The critical attitudes shape Javie’s (2012) apprehension that legal urban art might be considered as
‘’plop art’, works thoughtlessly dropped in public space without reference to their surroundings’.
Studying the effects of guided urban art tours and festivals in London’s neighbourhood Shoreditch,
Andron (2018, p. 1047) finds fault with the symbolic representations of the district as being creative
as a whole, which in his opinion is a ‘false notion of space’, failing to portray the place’s history and
thus, its lived reality.

4.4.4 Mythmaking
This section refers to concerns expressed by researchers about the impact of promotional efforts on
urban artists, but also on the urban area being promoted. It is therefore to be understood as an
extended critique of the socio-cultural effects that the promotion of urban art in city branding contexts
can have and is important to elaborate on in order to compare the theoretical outlooks with the results
of this thesis’ research. The descriptions by Andron (2018) and Henke (2015) provide a rather dystopian
outlook for the lived future of urban artists in branded neighbourhoods as well as for their future
composition. Henke (2015, p. 294) states that what can be found in the Berlin neighbourhood of
Kreuzberg today is not the artistic creativity that once constituted its appeal for promotion, but rather
an ‘artificial artistic amusement park’. As a consequence of promotional efforts in the creative city
discourse, what followed the depoliticization of urban art was the influx of the creative class and
increasing investment in Shoreditch, London (Andron, 2018). According to the researcher, displacing
unsanctioned urban artworks will eventually result in a neighbourhood ‘which will contain nothing but
the aura of a city that is long gone’ (Andron, 2018, p. 1055). These outlooks can be connected with the
deliberations of Zukin (2010) in her contribution ‘Naked City’. Here, the author conceptualizes
authenticity to be paradoxical, because the yearning for authentic places as preferential residential
areas implies a socio-cultural conversion of these places themselves and destructs their initial
character (Brighenti, 2016; Zukin, 2010). Arguably, this process is accelerated by the manifold
measures promoting urban art as a means in the realm of creative city branding efforts, leading to an
erasure of authenticity, ‘creating more and more spaces that possess the appearance, but not the
substance, of neighbourhood and community’ (Lindner & Meissner, 2015, p. 22).

4.5 Conceptual framework
Figure 1 illustrates the conceptual framework of the present research, based on discussed components
above. What has already become obvious from the structure of the theoretical sections above is the
dichotomous structure, consisting of urban art and city branding as independent and separated
components. The grey lines visualize the internal links within these components, supported by dotted
boxes for reasons of clarity of their interconnectedness. The black lines serve the purpose of
uncovering the numerous entanglements between urban art and city branding, thus representing the
combination of the two components. ‘Implementations’ and ‘critique’ have been placed in between
urban art and city branding, as they further depict the combination as seen in the third theoretical
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section. The thicker dotted line sums up the combination of city branding efforts and the subculture
of urban art in its entirety. It also represents their reciprocal relationship and thus is pivotal to lay the
groundwork for the analysis of the research’s main objective: implications for the subculture of urban
art and related factors to be considered within this strategic orientation.

Figure 1: Conceptual framework of the research (own figure)
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5 Methodology
Following the theoretical chapters as shown by the conceptual framework, this chapter presents the
toolbox of this thesis, by means of which the study will be analysed. After focussing on the research
philosophy, it deals with different strategies and assessments of selected methodologies. The
systematic process of how these methods are applied to arrive at answering the central research
questions constitutes the subsequent step. The chosen methods and the respective process of analysis
are presented separately and following this, their combined value as a qualitative multi-method
approach is discussed. The chapter closes with deliberations on the research’s validity and reliability.

5.1 Research philosophy
Reflecting on philosophical assumptions is crucial for showing the lens through which a researcher
looks at the nature of reality and knowledge within research (Creswell & Poth, 2018). This does not
only have an impact on the methodological choices made, but also on the interpretation of the
research results accordingly (Bryman, 2012).
By weighing up different worldviews, a combination of constructivism and critical theory is identified
to be the best fit for this research. Dealing with the social reality of the urban art subculture, making
use of the framework presented as constructivism is promising in looking at the production of artistic
interventions in the urban space as carried out by artists themselves. It further gives respect to the
apprehension of urban artists as social actors shaping the subculture, rather than assuming that this
social phenomenon is constituted beyond their influence and thus undermining the role of artists as
objectivism would imply (Bryman, 2012). In addition, Creswell & Poth (2018) state that
phenomenological studies are the topic of a constructivist ontology. The impact of taking this
framework as an underlying concept of reality for the interpretation of the research results relates to
relying on the way that participants view, and observations of the research topic as far as possible
(Creswell & Poth, 2018).
The theoretical considerations as presented have critiqued the power which commodification in the
form of creative city branding has on the urban art subculture and introduced critical stances towards
local governments’ responses to urban art. Entailing that economic values, among other factors, shape
reality, critical theory provides a suiting framework for studying ‘manifestations of resistance and state
regulation’ (Creswell & Poth, 2018, pp. 29–30) within subcultural contexts. With regards to the
interpretation of research, critical theory implicates that the researcher and the research object are
inextricably intertwined. As a consequence thereof, the research results are charged and influenced
by the researcher’s values. (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
Combining the ontology of critical theory and constructivism offers the chance to depict implications
for the subculture of urban art, while simultaneously arriving at policy recommendations to be
considered. It also offers to epistemologically view the topic under investigation as urban assemblage.
Assemblage theory as brought forward by Deleuze & Guattari (1987) is a multiplicity of reality,
interested in the emergence and processuality, as well as the sociomateriality of the object of
investigation (McFarlane, 2011). In contrast to the descriptive rather than explanatory nature of Actor
Network Theory, most prominently represented by Latour (2005), assemblage theory does not start
from a flat ontology and takes into account political economic conditions for shaping urban conditions.
It thus acknowledges the structuring power of capitalism for the sociomaterial composition of the city
(McFarlane, 2011). These features of assemblage theory can be applied to the presented notion of
ephemerality in urban art as a constant process of becoming and opens up to look at the socio-material
reality as part of the assemblage, facilitating the condition for the spatial analysis.

5.2 Research methods
Qualitative research methods are useful for engaging in an in-depth and interpretative understanding
of human action and their underlying causes (Creswell & Poth, 2018). These points constitute the
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reasons for choosing qualitative methods to approach the topic of investigation in the present
research. Unlike quantitative research which relies on numerical data for analysis, the multiple forms
of qualitative research to be discussed and applied enable the researcher to delve into the meanings
urban artists bring to the issue of commodification and utilization for creative city branding efforts.
Here, multiple qualitative methods will put forward the lived reality of urban artists and analyse the
outlined context in the theoretical framework. In line with assemblage thinking as delineated in the
previous section, the socio-material surroundings, treated as the area in which urban artistic
interventions take place, are incorporated to further make sense of the meanings ascribed to the
research topic. Since interpretations are always exposed to the underlying conceptions of the
researcher, an objective stance is to be taken to avoid bias. The main research question further
emphasizes the need to look at the research topic from a qualitative, interpretative viewpoint. Relating
to implications for urban artists arising from its utilization in the framework of creative city branding,
the effects are by definition subjectively perceived and thus, quantitative methods would not provide
results taking into account these subjective distinctions.
While inductive reasoning moves from a particular case to deduce general theories or ideas, deductive
reasoning does the polar opposite: here, the specific is concluded from broader theories by testing it
with data. For this reason, the latter is usually associated with quantitative research. Abductive
reasoning is positioned in-between, or centrally, between the two described above. It is thus a form of
inference which according to Mitchell (2018, p. 104) ‘starts with ‘surprising facts’ or ‘puzzles’ and is
then devoted to their explanation’. For the present research, abductive reasoning was chosen to be
the most suitable form of inference for two major reasons. First, because it starts from the surprising
fact or ‘paradoxes’ among artists which Abaza (2016, p. 329) refers to in the context of
‘commodification of revolutionary art’. Second, because the research questions and the survey used
for interviewing urban artists are located within a theoretical framework (signifies deduction) but have
not yet been empirically tested yet as shown in the scientific relevance section (signifies induction).
Therefore, the incorporation of existing theory to generate new theory is at the heart of the present
research.

5.2.1 Case-study
Based on the deliberations of Yin (2003), a holistic single unit of analysis was chosen for the present
case-study. A major characteristic of this approach is the completeness in which a phenomenon is
investigated, which is why it disregards further subdivision as for instance found in an embedded
single-case study (Yin, 2003). It is important to mention that the chosen case-study approach does not
depict the research topic itself, but rather acts as a spatial reference for the research findings. As
mentioned in the introduction chapter, focussing on the issue of commodification of urban art in the
form of creative city branding, the Cologne neighbourhood of Ehrenfeld was identified as one bounded
case. In what follows, a number of reasons will be delineated to justify the choice for this case-study
approach. The first selection criterion as to why Ehrenfeld is suited to illustrate the issue on hand is its
reputation to be the creative melting pot in Cologne. This symbolic ascription becomes particular
evident through the neighbourhood’s representation in travel guides as well as its promotion on
Cologne’s destination marketing agency (Johnen, 2019). The second selection criterion relates to the
high density of urban art within the neighbourhood compared to other Cologne based
neighbourhoods. Among other factors, this becomes apparent from guided urban art tours offered in
Ehrenfeld by private operators as well as by Cologne’s official destination marketing agency. As
described, one of the major objectives for the research on hand is to arrive at policy recommendations
in the form of related specificities within the realm of urban art and city branding that need to be
considered for the city’s strategic orientation. This requires an in-depth understanding of the local
urban art scene. A comparative approach, as to be found in multiple case-designs, thus wouldn’t have
been promising in achieving this objective. The selected single case study is explanatory, rather than
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descriptive or exploratory, because it elaborates on the interactions of urban art as well as creativity,
which is an important element in creative city branding. It needs to be noted that the neighbourhood
Ehrenfeld will not be taken for the single case-study as a whole, but a demarcated area within the
neighbourhood, formed on the basis of different methods applied during the site visit in August 2020.

5.3 Data collection
Applying a qualitative multi-method approach, this section will deal with different methods of data
collection and related characteristics to bear in mind when applying these methods. These
deliberations will serve as both a justification for the choice of these methods and descriptions of how
empirical data for the present research was collected.

5.3.1 Visual data
Physically engaging with the spatial setting of the research took place in between Tuesday, 04th August
2020 and Saturday, 15th August 2020. Walkarounds in the field resulted in gathering photographs of
various urban art interventions in Cologne Ehrenfeld. The utilization of visual data for research can
take place in various forms of methodology which might vary in their modus operandi and objectives
(van Leeuwen & Jewitt, 2001). In discussing a suitable approach for the present research, visual
representations are treated ‘as evidence of how their maker or makers have (re-)constructed reality’
(Van Leeuwen & Jewitt, 2001, p. 5), thus evidence of the subcultural practices, sanctioned and
unsanctioned, as produced by urban artists. This approach is similar to the notion of ‘scopic regime’ as
brought forward by Rose (2016). Here, the author discusses the cultural construction of ‘both what is
seen and how it is seen’ (Rose, 2016, p. 6). In comparison to the analysis of semiotics as suggested in
content analysis, these subcultural productions of constructed reality are more important here for
several reasons. First, for substantiating the lived reality of urban artists. Second, for gaining insights
of the influencing interplay of the built environment vis-a-vis practices of artistic interventions. Third,
for capturing the ephemeral nature of urban art and showing visual changes. Depending on where they
are most applicable, using visual data will either be based on collections of images or single images. It
has to be acknowledged that focusing on the constructed reality with the help of visual representations
as outlined implies the threat of considering the image as representative of this reality, when in fact
‘from these perspectives the image is more unreliable and slippery as a source of factual information’
(Van Leeuwen & Jewitt, 2001, p. 5). However, substantiating, and visualizing claims resulting from
qualitative multi-method approach is the main objective here, discussed in more detail in the
subsection dealing with triangulation. Further critique on using visual data in the form of photos for
studies concerning street art is established by La Iglesia (2015), arguing that issues of researcher bias
arise inevitably due to personal tastes or accessibility of work and proposes that for visual data to be
meaningful in this regard, it needs to imply further information such as the precise location of the
artwork. The further section will shed more light on a method meeting these suggestions.

5.3.2 Spatial analysis
As spatial analysis techniques are usually part of quantitative methods, cartographic approaches can
be based on qualitative approaches as will be shown in the following. In a paper on employing
‘Qualitative Methods for Research on Mapmaking and Map Use’, Suchan & Brewer (2000, p. 146)
establish a framework of qualitative methods from which to draw on creating maps. These include
‘verbal data from questionnaires, interviews, or think-aloud protocols; direct observation data from
ethnographic methods such as participant observation; and document data from analysis of maps,
images, or written materials’. Following this approach, several methods were applied which resulted
in a cartographic visualization of the spatial research context. To start with, documents were consulted
which promote hotspots of urban art in a provisional map published by Cologne’s tourism marketing
agency and from a digital city magazine (S. Klein, 2016; Otto, 2018). Following this, the photographs
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resulting from walking in the field were mapped using computer software, representing points in the
map with different colours depending on their mode of production. After marking out an initial version,
a guided urban art tour organized by the municipality of Cologne was attended on Saturday, 14th
August 2020. Following a similar approach as Andron (2018, p. 1038), the trails of the tour were
recorded with the help of a GPS movement tracking app and subsequently transferred to the map in
the form of a line. The final cartographic result will be analysed following an methodological approach
provided Wolcott (1996) and explained by Suchan & Brewer (2000, p. 152). This approach implies:
firstly, description of the data, secondly identifying ‘key factors, and interrelationships of factors’ and
thirdly interpretation that goes beyond the depicted data. This is where new theoretical considerations
can evolve. It is also here where Ferrell and Weide’s (2010, p. 61) ‘spot theory’, which represents a
counter theory to the outlined broken-windows model by emphasizing how urban artistic
interventions are ‘liquid movement[s] of meaning within and between spots’, will be extended with
own research findings.
Statistical techniques of spatial analyses are not applied here. They are unfit for use to answering the
research questions, given that not all manifestations of urban art in the research context were mapped
so that their results would be inaccurate. Instead, cartographic visualization helps to identify hotspots
of urban art and the arrangement of different modes of production within the research area. The map
also represents the final spatial demarcation of the case-study. In combination with visual data, they
constitute the basis for answering the sub questions addressing the juxtaposition of different urban
art interventions and promoted manifestation of urban art in Cologne Ehrenfeld.

5.3.3 Interview sampling strategy and set-up
Proceeding from the situation that a major part of urban artists pursues illegal activities by artistically
engaging in urban space highlights the difficulty of engaging with the subculture in research. As mutual
trust is a necessity and because urban artists are ‘notoriously unidentifiable and difficult to contact’
(Riggle, 2010, p. 246) these conditions play an important role for this research’s sampling strategy.
Another major factor for choosing the most promising sampling method stems from the heterogeneity
of urban artists as discussed in the theoretical framework. Having these issues in mind, it was decided
to apply a mix of maximum variation and snowball sampling strategies. As for maximum variation,
determining differentiating participant criteria before making contact is important, the criteria were
based on varying modes of production (Creswell & Poth, 2018). These relate to artists engaging in
interventions with a maximum range of urban artistic diversity: illegal as well as legitimized
interventions, high orientation, and little to no orientation towards the countercultural origins of the
subculture, resistant graffiti artists, street artists as well as artists focusing primarily on commercial
artworks such as murals. In the snowball approach, participants are selected based on information
passed on by initial contact persons. Getting access to Cologne based urban artists was facilitated by
following Hannerz’s (2016) proposal for using the social media platform Instagram as an entry point to
the subculture of urban art. Establishing rapport with the artists was further facilitated by the
researcher’s familiarity with the subculture of urban art. As an advantage, this would decrease the
barriers to entry due to for instance sharing a similar jargon normally used within the subculture, but
it also raises issues of possible researcher bias. Reflexivity of the researcher in terms of ‘engaging in
self-understanding about the biases, values, and experiences that he or she brings to a qualitative
research study’, as well as discussing the influence of these experiences to the interpretation are thus
of crucial importance and further discussed in the section dealing with validation (Creswell & Poth,
2018, p. 229). Further limitations of the sampling strategy relate to the bias of those artists presenting
themselves on the social media platform Instagram. Apart from pursuing maximum variation in modes
of production of urban art as a selection criterion, an additional criterion means that respondents must
be or must have been active in engaging with urban artistic interventions in Cologne and thus
acquaintance with the local subculture of urban art.
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A total number of 10 interviews with Cologne based urban artists engaging in a wide variety of modes
of production were conducted during visiting the field in August 2020 in persona. As recommendations
on appropriate quantities for interviews vary, more important is the concept of theoretical saturation,
which states that sufficient interviews have been conducted when succeeding interviews do not
produce new findings (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). The interview guide was constructed for semistructured interviews, as these are deemed useful when follow-up questions are posed to more than
a small number of open-ended questions (Adams, 2015). In order to gain knowledge from diverse
positions and to enhance the comparability of the interview outcomes, the same questions were posed
to every artist to gain knowledge from diverse positions. The interview guide can be found in Appendix
A. To ensure a shared understanding of urban art, an explanation of the conception of urban art as
applied in this research was given to each respondent in the beginning of the interview. To increase
the quality of interview contents and given the already indicated reserved features of urban artists due
to engaging in illicit actions, the interviews were conducted in areas where the respondents felt safe
to express themselves like public parks, hall of fames or their own studios. The constellation of
interviewed urban artists as well as the research findings constitute the foundation for arriving at a
typology of urban artists in Cologne.
Pseudonym
Andreas
Enrico
Sebastian
Ole
Ben
Jonah
Oskar
Konstantin
Tarik
Stijn

Primary mode of production
Illegal graffiti
Commercial street art
Commercial graffiti and murals
Illegal graffiti
Commercial and illegal street art
Illegal graffiti
Commercial graffiti
Legal graffiti
Commercial graffiti
Illegal graffiti

Place
Sociocultural centre
Beer garden 1
Beer garden 2
Hall of fame
Artist’s studio 1
Public park
Artist’s studio 2
Art supply store
Art supply store
Art supply store

Time
07-08-2020
07-08-2020
10-08-2020
10-08-2020
11-08-2020
11-08-2020
12-08-2020
12-08-2020
13-08-2020
14-08-2020

Figure 2: Respondents overview (own figure)

5.3.4 Secondary research
The final method to be applied in this research refers to secondary research or desk research. This
subsection deals with the systematic documentation of single steps to arrive at applicable research.
Consideration and analysis of policy documents published or commissioned by the municipality of
Cologne are particularly important to examine the single case study mentioned above. To start with,
the desk research consists of selecting policy as well as internet documents giving information on
Cologne’s strategic orientation with regards to the research topic. To ensure that the documents
yield useful information, the selection process filters the content with the help of keyword search of
the terms: creativity and creative industries. The advantages associated with this step are two-fold.
First, because urban art as a term is not directly taken into consideration for city branding documents
of Cologne. Second, because the continuum between urban art and creativity (creative city, creative
industries etc.) have been made clear in the theoretical framework, with the result that a distinct link
between the two can be assumed. In a second step, relevant city branding means referring to
Cologne’s urban landscape as a whole are broken down into the geographical research context of
Ehrenfeld, in order to represent relevant city branding measures more adapted to the case study. To
demonstrate the importance ascribed to urban art in Cologne’s city branding context, various
publications of different administrative bodies (e.g., cultural planning department), subsidiaries (e.g.,
economic promotion Cologne) as well as commissioned market research institutes are considered.
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5.4 Data analysis
Analysing the data is the subsequent step following conducting and transcribing the interviews, as well
as collecting visual and secondary data. The systematic analysis approach of the respective data
represents the constituent part of this section.

5.4.1 Interview coding and analysis
Data analysis is the subsequent step following conducting and transcribing the interviews. In a first
step the interview transcripts are examined one by one and provided with comments identifying
common features among different respondents’ utterances. After examination of these
commonalities, the transcripts were inserted to the qualitative data analysis software Atlas.ti 8.4 for
undertaking the process of coding. Coding as ‘an effort to identify and understand meanings’ (Cope &
Kurtz, 2016, p. 650) of data takes place in different steps. At first, open codings were ascribed to parts
of the transcripts that were deemed valuable for answering the research questions in succession and
memos were created with noticeable information. This resulted in a multitude of codes, so that in a
second step merging of those open, connected codes took place to tentatively abstract the data. As a
result, these codes can be found in different transcripts, enhancing their comparability (Bryman, 2012).
In the further course of coding, the tentatively merged codes were grouped to create thematic codes,
displaying superior codes in relation to their abstraction. The thematic codes were further organized
into multiple descriptive codes. An overview of the different coding levels can be found in Appendix B.
In an effort to ‘reduce the picture’ (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 190) to levels directly referred to the sub
questions of the present research, matching the thematic groups to different coding groups represents
the final coding step. Known as axial coding, this step illustrates how the linkages and relationship
between data are constructed (Allen, 2017). The coding groups consist of coexistence, juxtaposition,
promoted manifestations and utilization and were assigned different colours for a better overview.
This approach was deemed useful for systematically answering the research questions in the results
and analysis section. The coding trees can be found in Appendix C.1 to C.5.

5.4.2 Triangulation for comparative data analysis
Approaches of triangulation refer to using and combining different data sources, methods, theories
and investigators with the objective to enhance substantiation and validity of research findings
(Bryman, 2012; Creswell & Poth, 2018). As different types of approaches exist, methodological
triangulation is of importance here. Defined by Denzin (1978, p. 304) as ‘a complex process of playing
each method off against the other so as to
maximize the validity of field efforts’, the
qualitative multi-method approach consisting of
visual data, spatial analysis and interviews as
developed above will be used for substantiation
of each other in this research. As figure 3 shows,
they operate as a frame to the described casestudy in Cologne Ehrenfeld.
Flick (2010, p. 183) distinguishes between ‘three Figure 3: Methodological triangulation (own figure)
modes of application for triangulation: as a validation strategy, as an approach to the generalization
of discoveries, and as a route to additional knowledge’. Following abductive reasoning, this research
dismisses the second mode of application as suggested above. A second figure shows how the different
qualitative research methods, together with the theoretical framework, are combined with regards to
the sub questions. Figure 4 indicates that the multiple methods do not apply to each sub question to
the same extent and thus are not equally useful to analyse every sub question. This approach
represents an additional specification of how triangulation is used in this research.
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Figure 4: Network for answering the research questions (own figure)

5.5 Reflections on research ethics, validity, and reliability
Engaging in qualitative research approaches implies by definition to take up a more interpretative
position compared to quantitative research. Validity and reliability are quality criteria widely suggested
in the literature for ensuring robustness and rigor of the research (Meyrick, 2006). In addition, dealing
with interviewees as a qualitative research method imposes ethical requirements, in particular when
performing investigations on vulnerable parts of the population.

5.5.1 Research ethics
In doing research, ethical issues arise throughout the entire process, ranging from gaining access to
the study with the aid of the research proposal to issues of plagiarism and considerations for publishing
a study (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Dealing with respondents raise further issues such as assuring
confidentiality and anonymity (Hay, 2016). What is of importance in greatest depth for the present
research are research ethics stemming from dealing with a group of people engaging in criminal actions
such as urban art. Turning to ethical guidelines within the field of criminological studies is useful in
searching for methods for this concern. The most important factors according to the literature relate
to the notions of anonymity and informed consent. Anonymity should not be confused with
confidentiality and relates to proceedings which assure that the respondents’ credentials and identity
cannot be traced back. One of the most common methods to ensure this effort is pseudonymisation
(Saunders, Kitzinger, & Kitzinger, 2015). Pseudonyms in this research were chosen not only for the
artists’ names, but also for utterances relating to other urban artists real or artistic names,
organisations, and businesses in the interview transcripts. It is argued that choosing for this approach
does not alter the meaning ascribed by respondents but is a necessary step in ensuring the prevention
of criminal proceedings for them. For this reason, it was a deliberate choice not to issue two separate
versions of the present research. The second factor relates to the notion of informed consent,
explained by Johnstone (2005, p. 61) as: ‘Explaining as fully as possible, and in terms meaningful to
participants, what the research is about, who is undertaking and financing it, why it is being undertaken
and how any research findings are to be disseminated’. Initially contacting the respondents consisted
to a major part in explaining the research topic as well as ensuring the confidentiality in dealing with
data as well as the researcher’s own familiarity with the subculture of urban art to build rapport. Prior
to the interview, the researcher would provide further information on the dissemination of research
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findings and ask for permission for recording.
Apart from ethical issues with regards to dealing with informants, further reflections on the more
general research design should not be neglected here. Most commonly, these refer to ethical
considerations of the analysis. One such issues relates to making the process of conducting and
handling data comprehensible. To ensure this, the data is coded thoroughly, and the datasets are made
available to the examiners of this research. At the same time, ascertaining concealment of the data is
of crucial importance. After careful consideration, the present research will be provided for Radboud
University’s thesis repository, because tracing respondents is not possible on the basis of the data
made available.

5.5.2 Validity
As different perspectives on validity exist among researchers, resulting in different strategic practices
for measuring validity, this section will concentrate on those strategies which represent the outlined
research approach and ontology and consider the influence of the researcher (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
As a first strategy, Creswell & Poth (2018, p. 260) suggest ‘Corroborating evidence through
triangulation of multiple data sources’. As the previous section has presented, this is taken into account
by method triangulation as a means to validate the research findings considering multiple qualitative
methods. The second strategy deployed refers to ‘Discovering negative case analysis or disconfirming
evidence’. It aims at the need of constantly refining hypotheses in the course of analysis, so that when
encountering evidence of opposite viewpoints these are incorporated in an effort to understand the
findings with all subtle distinctions. The opinions of the respondents were sometimes conflicting, so
that prior assumptions on prevalent patterns of opinion had to be reassessed and refined. Following
‘points of intrigue’ (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 261) as cornerstones of discussing research findings is
crucial for this strategy and to be applied in the results and analysis section. The last strategy as
suggested by Creswell & Poth (2018) relates to ‘Clarifying researcher bias or engaging in reflexivity’.
Revealing of the possible biases, values and past experiences as influencing constituents for
interpreting research findings is most important here. As previous sections have indicated, these
imprinting attitudes relate to the researcher’s familiarity with the subculture of urban art and previous
acquaintance with the geographical research context of Cologne Ehrenfeld. Being mindful of these
strategies throughout the research process, validates the research findings to the greatest possible
extent.
In addition to the considerations above focussing on internal validity, what follows are brief
considerations on external validity. Referring to the generalizability of the research findings, selecting
a holistic single unit of analysis for the case-study indicates difficulties for the research’s external
validity. This issue brings forward a conceptual incompatibility accompanying the chosen approach.

5.5.3 Reliability
Reliability in qualitative studies cannot refer to measurement issues as opposed to how quantitative
research would approach this quality criteria. For this reason there is a lack of unity in whether or not
reliability can function as a quality criterion to qualitative research altogether (Bryman, 2012). Taking
these discussions aside, an important element of reliability relates to how accurately the selection of
respondents can represent the total population under study (Golafshani, 2003). Given the situation
that urban artists are highly heterogenous as indicated before, this issue was tackled by applying the
sampling method of maximum variation regarding the modes of productions produced by the artists,
based on assessing visual representations posted on the social media platform Instagram. It is
aggravated by the fact that no official numbers on producers of urban art exist given the criminalized
nature of these interventions. The multifacetedness of patterns of opinions expressed in the surveys
and intensive walking in the field recording multiple photographic representations of different modes
of production can however be taken as evidence of representativity. A second definitional element of
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reliability refers to reproducibility of research findings (Golafshani, 2003). This element is ensured by
interviewing respondents with the same interview guide and further is emphasized by the strategic
process of analysing these findings (figure 4), making the analytical process more transparent and
reproducible. It has however to be acknowledged, that the ephemeral nature of urban art makes it
difficult to find the same artworks at a different period of time, reducing the degree of reproducibility.
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6 City branding and urban art in Cologne Ehrenfeld
The present chapter analyses Cologne’s uptake in the creative city discourse as deduced from several
policy documents yielding information on this issue. A particular focus lies on elucidating how both
Ehrenfeld, as a symbolically charged creative neighbourhood as well as urban art receive special
attention in this discourse, illustrated on the basis of implemented city branding measures and a
changing municipal awareness.

6.1 City branding Cologne
In consideration of various policy documents and commissioned market research studies, city branding
in Cologne strongly follows Florida’s (2002) ‘the rise of the creative class’ dialectic. Cologne as a
business location indeed witnesses a sharp increase in employment figures in the creative industries
sector (Prognos AG, 2016). The municipal efforts connected to city branding can be sequenced into
two periods. The review of various documents suggests that although city branding is a sustained
process, the duration of the strategies can be temporarily divided. As explained in the secondary
research section, the selected policy documents refer to research from different bodies. For this
reason, they show insufficient consistency of respective city branding strategies. In view of the
research topic, the following two subsections will deal with those strategies addressing creativity and
culture.

6.1.1 Period 2007-2020
Entrusting a private planning company with the task of creating a master plan in 2007 arguably
constitutes the starting point for city branding efforts for the city of Cologne. The strategy consists of
different actions to be implemented with objectives divided in different temporal frames, ranging from
short-term to long-term aims (Cudny, 2019). The master plan presented in 2008 made its ambitions
clear by stating that the vision of Cologne in 2020 will be a place with room for self-development of its
inhabitants as well as an attractive site for tourism (Stadt Köln, 2008a). With regards to this thesis’
research topic, the most important proposals made refer to the ‘development of cultural offering and
creating additional cultural products and spaces’, as well as to ‘the rise of the city brand and awareness
of the cultural function of Köln among inhabitants and tourists’ (Cudny, 2019, p. 39). Following this,
the campaign branded process 2012 (Markenprozess 2012) was introduced. Apart from creating a logo
and the slogan ‘Cologne is a feeling’ as literal signs of city branding, the campaign is aiming at a uniform
portrayal of Cologne in an effort to strengthen the reputation of the city as well as its recognition
internationally.
The desired effects of this strategy could not represent Florida’s (2002) train of thought regarding the
creative city discourse outlined in previous chapters more aptly: ‘The economic centres around the
world are competing for companies and creative minds, for know-how, for quality of life and future
opportunities with intensity. […]. The aim is to make the location even more internationally known and
thus to attract more companies, investors and scientists, as well as researchers and tourists to Cologne’
(Stadt Köln, 2012). In line with this statement, a creative atmosphere was found to be a strength of the
city as identified in the branded process (Cudny, 2019). As part of the branded process 2012, the
‘Cologne Business Guide’ further promotes the city’s creative class to attract new businesses: ‘Anyone
looking out for experts in advertising, PR, marketing and events has come to the right place’ (Stadt
Köln, 2017, p. 19). In 2016, the city of Cologne commissioned another study, this time to an economic
research institute. As an essential outcome of the study, seven different core markets were identified
which provide a framework for the strategic economic development and thus city branding of the city
of Cologne (Prognos AG, 2016). Out of these, two core markets are of major importance for creative
city branding efforts: ‘destination Cologne’ and ‘creative industries’. While destination Cologne refers
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to the municipal tourism market and is seen as ‘the perfect supplement to what the modern creative
industries has to offer’ (Prognos AG, 2016, p. 35), the steering towards the latter core market is
striking. Being the location for multiple companies of the media industry, Cologne’s creative industries
sector consists of the following economic activities: music industry, book market, art market, film
industry, broadcasting, performing arts, design industry, architecture, press and software-/games
industry (Söndermann, 2017). The development of employment figures in the creative industries as
visualized in figure 5 emphasizes the increasing economic importance of this sector. In between 2010
and 2015, it is stated, the sector’s volume of employment raised twice as fast as Cologne’s economy
as a whole (Söndermann, 2017). This background helps to explain the focus of Cologne’s branding
strategies on the sector.
Year

2008

2014

2016

Employed persons

33.227

38.958

57.292

Percentage change

17,25%

47,06%
72,43%

Figure 5: Development of Cologne‘s creative industries sector (own figure based on (Prognos AG, 2016; Söndermann, 2017)

The commissioned economic research institute states that Cologne’s ‘subcultural richness’ (Prognos
AG, 2016, p. 81) is co-responsible for Cologne’s appealing character to creative artists. On the basis of
this growth, it is further suggested to ‘incorporate activities of the creative industry into city marketing
and city development’ as an area of specialisation. In this context, Ehrenfeld is highlighted as a
“transregional, popular creative quarter” (Prognos AG, 2016, p. 94). For the economic research
institute, this is mainly since the district is home to economically strong companies and innovative
start-ups located in the creative industries sector and a high identification of both residents and
entrepreneurs with the neighbourhood.

6.1.2 Period 2020-2030
In 2019, the city of Cologne submitted the cultural development plan (Kulturentwicklungsplan) as a
general guideline for cultural planning policies with a duration until 2030. This new master plan shows
up several fields of action and subdivides these actions into different temporal framings. With regards
to creative city branding, the most important is the measure adopted that culture and art are to be
understood as hard locational factors for Cologne’s city marketing (Stadt Köln, 2019c). To this end, a
new department entrusted with cultural marketing is to be originated. Labelling this need as an
‘immediate measure’ to be implemented until 2025 emphasizes the urgency of this effort (Stadt Köln,
2019c, p. 47). In cooperation with a planning office, a cultural marketing concept was developed. As a
result, a cultural branding campaign was initiated with the slogan ‘culture lives in Cologne’ aiming at
an increase of both internal as well as external visualization of Cologne’s cultural landscape (Stadt Köln,
2020). In addition, the cultural marketing concept identified the shortcoming of missing internal
communication within administrative units. It introduced integrated action and planning to be
necessary with regards to governing creative industries (Dewey Muller Partnerschaft mbB, 2020).
While this further demonstrates the creative city branding efforts of the city of Cologne, diverging
opinions among administrative bodies on creative city branding in connection with urban art units will
be reconsidered at the end of this chapter. The identified shortcoming and the fact that the enacted
measures are still in the implementation phase at this moment in time are the cause of the lack of
more precise objectives and budgeting plans.
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6.2 Case-study Ehrenfeld: history and development
Adjacent to Cologne’s city centre, the district Ehrenfeld trends to the west of the city on the Rhine.
Being one of nine municipal districts, Ehrenfeld is further subdivided into six neighbourhoods.
Following this partitioning, the district’s identically named neighbourhood Ehrenfeld serves as a
research context (figure 6). As explained in the methodology chapter, the neighbourhood will not serve
as a case study holistically, but a
selection inside Ehrenfeld. With
38.406 inhabitants residing in the
neighbourhood in 2019 (Stadt Köln,
2019b), Ehrenfeld has been one of
the most noticeable locations for
structural transformations in Cologne
in recent decades. Traditionally,
Ehrenfeld’s appearance was shaped
by the industrial sector in the end of
the 19th century. This development is
accentuated by the industrial
buildings of the Helios area centrally
located within the neighbourhood. Figure 6: Map of Cologne and the municipal district Ehrenfeld (own figure)
Concomitant with the increase in prosperity due to the aspiring industrial sector, Ehrenfeld took shape
with the construction of tenements from the late 19th century. From the 1960s onwards, flows of
migrants inhabited a large share of the housing stock, restructuring Ehrenfeld with entrepreneurial
activities (Stadt Köln, 2008b). The closure of many companies in the 1980s and a rapidly shrinking
industrial sector resulted in a high vacancy rate. In the 1990s, many abandoned properties, most
notably former industrial buildings, were rediscovered by artists as studio spaces. These developments
paved the way for another structural transformation of the area: gentrification.
In a comprehensive study on gentrification, Friedrichs & Blasius (2016) investigate the urban
phenomenon in Cologne. Looking at the development of rental prices in between 2007 and 2013, the
authors state a significant raise of the average rental price per square metre in the neighbourhood of
Ehrenfeld (Friedrichs & Blasius, 2016, p. 46). This research finding can be taken as evidence for
gentrification in the geographical research context. Introducing the urban phenomenon gentrification
at this point is important to further contextualize the ongoing changes occurring within the
neighbourhood of Ehrenfeld. The once vacant structures of Ehrenfeld provided a rich cultural breeding
ground for entrepreneurs as well as artists. Against this background, a distinct cultural landscape
emerged in the neighbourhood, consisting of various aspects. On the main street, Venloer Straße,
multiple restaurants serving different cuisines are located, reflecting Ehrenfeld’s liveliness with their
outdoor terraces. Moreover, numerous bars, venues, and cafes in the side roads lead to a high density
of possibilities for going out. An annual music festival emphasizes Ehrenfeld’s well-marked cultural
scene. At this point, a conjunction to the high density of urban art manifestations in Ehrenfeld can be
established.
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Photo 1: Shops and commercial mural at Venloer Straße (own photograph)

Photo 2: Street life and illegal graffiti at Venloer Straße (own photograph)

The above-mentioned Helios area was one of the vacant industrial buildings within the
neighbourhood’s limits. It was here that the club and venue ‘Underground’ was established in 1988
(Brocchi, 2019, p. 58). Following this, the area surrounding the venue became a passively permitted
space for urban art interventions and a subcultural hotspot. Consequent upon the sale of the area to
an investor, a public campaign (Bürgerinitiative Helios) was founded to prevent the building of a
shopping mall at Helios area. They succeeded and intended the building of a comprehensive school,
which is currently built. The public campaign further demanded usage restrictions for projects on the
ground. Nevertheless, the Underground was demolished in 2017 (Brocchi, 2019). While current
restrictive covenants do not permit wall design with urban art anymore, there is still a great visibility
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of manifold modes of urban art production in the neighbourhood. With the emergence of the urban
art festival ‘Cityleaks’ in 2011, commissioned forms have entered Ehrenfeld, spatially mixing both
‘When talking about street art and Germany, you think of Berlin. However, Cologne not
only doesn't take a back seat in street art scene but it can be truly called a cultural
centre of graffiti. Just go to the Ehrenfeld district to see it with your eyes. This part in
Cologne is being covered with new street art on a weekly basis!’
- (HuffPost, 2017)
illegal and legal art works. It arguably also played a substantial role in the area’s todays symbolic
representation.
The quote above, taken from the US-American online newspaper Huffington Post is an exemplary
representation for the way that Ehrenfeld is symbolically charged. It emphasizes the neighbourhood’s
changing transition from a working-class and immigrant neighbourhood to the creative and
multicultural hotspot of the city. This labelling can aptly be connected to the deliberations of Amin &
Thrift (2002, p. 23): ‘A city named in certain ways also becomes that city through the practices of
people in response to the labels. They perform the labels’. With the outlined neighbourhood
developments in mind, it seems reasonable to assume that the symbolic transition has been fostered
by visible representations, first and foremost urban art. This imagery can be retrieved in official city
representations of Ehrenfeld. By ascribing labels such as ‘cradle of resistance’ and ‘melting pot of
cultures’ (KölnTourismus GmbH, 2016), the city’s official tourism agency further substantiates the
neighbourhood’s reputation and cultural value. The importance of creative industries in Ehrenfeld are
emphasized by mayor Henriette Reker. During a speech on the occasion of the event Ehrenfeld
encounter (Stadtgespräch in Ehrenfeld), Reker (2018, p. 2) stated: ‘Your district is the starting point
and creative source for many new developments – and this is also reflected in the creative industries’.
The statement demonstrates the increasing importance of Ehrenfeld’s creative industries as well as its
identity-establishing cultural landscape in the municipality’s official discourse.
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7 Results and analysis
This chapter deals with the central results emerging from ten interviews with urban artists, the spatial
analysis as well as visual data. The research findings are analysed through employing the triangulation
approach as introduced in the methods chapter. Based on a general coding scheme (Appendix B),
several coding trees originated, which can be found in Appendix C. These coding trees contain a variety
of connections and networks between different codes, systemizing the analysis. The five sub questions
are successively processed.

7.1 Typology of urban artists in Cologne
As described in the methodology chapter, this research works to gain insights from artists practicing a
wide range of different modes of production. For one thing this is important to elucidate a
comprehensive set of reactions to the issue of commodification, for another thing it forms the
necessary condition for establishing a typology of urban artists in Cologne. Several defining
characteristics were identified based on the interview results as well as the theoretical framework.
With the aid of this information, it is possible to give a more nuanced overview of diverging positions
within the heterogenous subculture of urban art in Cologne and thus to give more detail in answering
the remaining sub questions as well as the main research question. As mentioned before, the typology
does not claim to aesthetically demarcate single modes of production.
As a result of the maximum variation sampling method, interviewees deviate not only through
different modes of production, but also in a variety of differentiating characteristics with regards to
the research topic. The introductory questions are geared towards finding out about entry points and
pivotal moments for engaging with artistic interventions in urban areas. These questions not only
reveal major differences of the time span the respondents are involved with these practices, ranging
from initial points of contact between 1987 and 2014. They also show different degrees of attachment
and orientation towards the roots and original ideas of urban art at the beginning of the interview.
These original ideas refer to the characteristics discussed in chapter 2.2., paired with the remarks found
in chapter 2.1., history and development. Comparing statements of Andreas with Ben regarding their
first points of contact, the differing degrees of attachment to the roots of urban art become clear.
Andreas, who matches himself with the second generation of graffiti in Germany, while also
acknowledging a few artists as ‘the first elite’, states: ‘then we first started on the way to school with
a ballpoint pen, in the subway on the seats, then the pen became a bit bigger, then it became a sharpie
and […] then it suddenly became the spray can […] and so it became graffiti’. It may be inferred from
this evolutionary quote how the element of appropriation is prevalent here and how internal respect
within the graffiti scene is of major importance to the respondent. Ben’s access to urban art is contrary
in the sense that it was informed by supporting a companioned artist: ‘and that's when I first took care
of him a bit organizationally, management-wise - so that he would also get into a few galleries. Well,
at some point I thought to myself: ok, why don't you start yourself?’. This is a starting point geared
towards pursuing economic interests and thus represents little to no orientation towards the
subculture’s roots. Although entry points to the subculture are manifold, most respondents share the
feature that initial approaches to urban art are a result of their social and spatial environment. The
comparison of getting started with urban art clearly shows how it affects the artist’s typology as a
defining characteristic.
The respondents differ from each other to their degree of accessibility to outsiders of the subculture.
As referred to in the methodology chapter, urban artists are difficult to contact as they mostly engage
in illegal activities. The tentativeness of being an interviewee is expressed by Jonah: ‘Personally, I
wouldn't do this either if you didn't come from [name crossed out to ensure anonymity]’. Meeting in
a quiet area of a public park in Cologne, Jonah felt highly uncomfortable when a family with a buggy
came along: ‘I find it extremely unpleasant to talk about it when strangers are around’. By stating that
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illegal graffiti’s ‘undiscovered state of being’ to
outsiders of the scene is part of why it is
interesting to him, the respondent’s
unapproachability can be interpreted as a
deliberate choice. Jonah’s depictions contrast
the literal accessibility of other respondents:
two interviews were held at the respondents’
own studios, signalizing their openness to
outsiders. At this point, a connection can be
drawn between the respondents’ accessibility
and their varying degrees of commercial
activities. These two definitional characteristics
appear to be mutually dependent.
Whereas reactions to urban art’s commercial
utilization will be an issue as this analysis
proceeds, commerciality is found to be another
distinguishing mark influencing the typology of
urban artists. From the interviews it occurred
that commerciality as a concept does not only
imply direct monetary value with regards to
urban art. In addition, it also relates to indirect
commercial values associated with painted
Photo 3: Urban artist painting a commercial mural in Cologne
surfaces. These are indirect to the extent that
Ehrenfeld (own photograph)
they enhance the artist’s visibility and
recognizability, as recognized by Ben: ‘it has of course now become a motivation that it is marketing
for me as a street artist. In other words, what I do on the street, um, I also show in the exhibitions’.
According to Enrico, urban art faces increasing recognition on the art market, accompanied by an
increased willingness to pay for artworks as well as approval of artists’ names. It is striking that those
respondents having a background in illicit and thus uncommercial modes of production justify
themselves in response to questions related to the commercial development of urban art, as Sebastian
demonstrates: ‘I can’t absolve myself of it either, I also have to live somehow’. What has previously
been discussed as the ‘undiscovered state of being’, as stated by Jonah, is insightful in this regard:
given the illegal and thus uncommercial feature of urban art oriented to its roots, changing artistic
career paths raise tensions among artists.
Suggested by several respondents, changing practices from illegal to legal forms is often accompanied
or even originated by converting living conditions. Oskar comments on this issue: ‘I mean, I've also had
a child for one and a half years now and then of course you'll be calmer accordingly’. For those
respondents rearranging modes of productions from illegal to legal forms, the connection to the roots
of the subculture and to illegal artists does not detract from this. Andreas, who is an active illegal
graffiti artist in Cologne since 1992, proves that change does not only come along with increasing age.
It is rather risk-taking and self-sacrifice that together serve as further distinguishing criteria. Referring
to spray paint interventions on trains, he unveils a high level of risk-taking: ‘I’ve got four stents already,
so there’s really not much left with my heart. That’s why I only do safe actions when it comes to steel’.
Other respondents engaging in interventions consisting of wheat pasting art onto surfaces take lower
risks if they get caught, as the degree of penalty is lower conditioned by lower cleaning costs.
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Photo 4: Manikins with spray can, wheat pasted onto wall (own photograph)

The interviews repeatedly revealed that the degree to which appropriation plays a role for different
modes of production further distinguishes the conceptual demarcation of urban artists in Cologne. For
this reason, it serves as the second to last differentiating characteristic for establishing the typology.
As the theoretical framework suggests, appropriation is linked with the unwritten rules of urban art in
the sense that these dictate rules of property relations where interventions might and might not take
place. As these are differently interpreted among urban artists, the interviews outcomes produced
more nuanced insights on two major forms: fundamental vis-á-vis political appropriation. Konstantin:
‘First and foremost graffiti is appropriation. Appropriation of public space’. It is fundamental because
it does not consider it as its ‘duty to bend the public's will a little, that is, to be considerate’, as stated
by Enrico and places itself ‘over social rules’, as mentioned by Tarik. Contrary to this, street art often
conveys ‘concrete messages’, mentioned by Konstantin. Its form of appropriation is thus political. The
notion of respect can further be linked to appropriation, as different interpretations of the term within
the subculture and towards property owners generate conflicts among urban artists. For example,
Enrico expressed: ‘So the graffiti scene likes to claim virtues such as respect for themselves and is
unfortunately not able to give the same to other people, beyond their own sphere of action’.
The interviews indicated that different modes of production also consider their spatial surroundings
differently. Accordingly, sense of place serves as a final distinguishing criterion for the typology of
Cologne based urban artists. As suggested in the theoretical framework, inclusion, and consideration
of ‘spots’, as referred to in urban art jargon, is a vital characteristic of the subculture. Ole points out
that a ‘coherent concept’ is of major importance to his works. Several respondents pick up the notion
of atmosphere, to describe how their interventions form a composition with the background and place
of the artwork.
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Photo 5: Illegal graffiti on rolling shutters, incorporating the scale of the surface (own photograph)

This was particularly stressed by those engaging in unauthorized actions, which could be attributed to
the fact that they need to assess even more closely the dangers of their actions. However, Enrico
provided a striking counterexample of a commissioned artwork displaying a person with a bag pulled
over the head, which emerged in the course of the urban art festival Cityleaks in 2015: ‘He's got a
plastic bag over his head like he's trying to kill himself. It's just across the street, in a place where
there's a retirement home. [...]. That's just such a prime example because the artist will certainly not
have known that. He got out of the plane, painted the wall, and flew again’. It represents a work of art
torn from its spatial environment and eventually emphasizes the differences of sense of place among
different types of urban artists.

Photo 6: Mural in Cologne Mülheim (source: Bert van Kersavond, 2017) https://www.urbanpresents.net/2017/03/muralscityleaks-urban-art-festival-2015/
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At the end of this section attending to analyse the main characteristics constituting different
typologies, it must be concluded what has already been addressed in chapter 4.3.2. with the notion of
convergence. The activities of some urban artists encompass commercial as well as unsanctioned acts
which lead to convergence, further complicated for instance by those artists engaging in political as
well as fundamental forms of appropriation. As Jonah alludes on this: ‘Graffiti art works are as different
as the people and their motivations behind them’. This makes it difficult to differentiate and classify
artists into types based on specific characteristics and needs to be minded when considering the
typologies resulting from this analysis.

7.2 Spatial juxtaposition of illegal and legitimized urban art forms
The two detected forms of appropriation, fundamental as well as political, do not solely serve the
purpose of distinguishing typologies of urban artists in this analysis. In addition, appropriation plays an
important role for the spatial assemblage of various manifestations of urban art. As a partial subject
of the analysis, the interviews and walking in the field bring forth that different forms of appropriation
have a strong effect on how urban art forms are juxtaposed in public space. This is evident by the
respondents who frequently express how conflicts between artists may arise when already
appropriated surfaces are used by other artists, thus altering, or blurring the initial intervention.
Although these conflicts do not only arise in between legal and illegal operating urban artists, it
emphasizes the importance of appropriation within the subculture. Its significance is further amplified
by a subculture-internal contestation which comes along with appropriation of space. It relates to the
question: where does appropriation stop and where does it reconvene for others? Tarik provides
insights on this, by discussing how urban artists are upset when a surface that has previously been
appropriated, is re-appropriated by another artist: ‘On the one hand, you say like: no, I’ll go wherever
I want. And on the other hand, graffiti artists have major disputes, even stab themselves in some cases,
because they say: this is my wall! And you say: wait, the wall doesn’t even belong to you’. In respect
of these statements, it becomes obvious how appropriation culminates not only in making demands
on surfaces, but how urban artists partially become possessive of walls. The same applies when other
artists use adjacent space of one’s own intervention, as stated by Enrico: ‘if people then paste
themselves next to it because it's promising for getting an additional like or link on Instagram, then
that's just the wrong approach for me’. It can be deduced from these considerations that the smallscale assembly of urban art manifestations in the public sphere is far from random because tactics of
appropriation follow clear internal rules.

7.2.1 Different forms of urban art and their spatial features
Although urban art serves as an umbrella term for this research and continues to be treated as such as
the analysis proceeds, at this juncture it is nevertheless important to consider different modes of
production separately. The reason behind this is first and foremost founded on the issue of
terminology, as the spatial perception of different types of urban art may vary depending on their
interpretation. With regards to the sub questions addressing how legal and illegal forms of urban art
are juxtaposed in relation to their spatial environment, the objective of distinguishing types of urban
art is twofold. First, to display which forms of urban art exist within the research context of Cologne
Ehrenfeld and to represent the final spatial demarcation of the case-study. And second, to show the
small-scale, scattered arrangement of different interventions the analysis of which is crucial for
developing spatial juxtaposition. The division of practices is first subdivided into graffiti, street art and
murals, following explanations to be found in the theoretical framework. Graffiti is further
differentiated in ‘graffiti tag’ (fast and plain-coloured signature letterings), ‘throw up’ (mostly twocoloured bubble letters filled with criss-cross lines) and ‘sophisticated graffiti’ (mostly elaborate letters
provided with multi-coloured colour schemes, highlights, and shadows). The division of street art
relates to: ‘figurative street art’ (portrayal of different existing or non-existing figures and forms),
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‘stencil street art’ (figures and forms painted directly on the surface with the aid of stencils) and ‘paste
up’ (prepared stencils spray painted onto paper and mounted onto surface with the aid of wheat
paste). Murals are further subdivided into ‘artistic mural’ (large-scale wall design predominantly
following the ideas of the artist) and ‘commercial mural’ (large-scale wall design produced following
ideas of the commissioner and used for advertising). Illustrating examples of these different types of
urban art can be found in Appendix D.
To obtain a better idea of the
research context’s precise
location, figure 7 embeds the
boundaries into an extended
geographical context of the
municipal district Ehrenfeld. This
final demarcation is the result of
walking in the field combined
with the attended urban art tour
as well as photographic
documentation of urban art
hotspots. Figure 8 is zooming
into this map, visualizing
different styles and types of
urban art as demarcated above Figure 7: Research context embedded in municipal district (own figure)
with the aid of different colours
to be found in the map’s legend. The analysis of juxtaposition is based on this groundwork. It needs to
be acknowledged that the visualisation can only depict a snapshot in time of urban art manifestations
and does not claim completeness of portraying all interventions within the map. This is mainly due to
the ephemeral, everchanging nature of urban art.

Figure 8: Cluster map and cartographic representation of spatial analysis (own figure)
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What is striking at first sight is how the railway tracks and the main road ‘Ehrenfeldgürtel’ play a central
role as axes in the visualisation, with the station ‘Köln-Ehrenfeld’ as their hub. This can mainly be
explained by the fact that there are fewer residential houses and multiple clearly visible spots near the
station. These spots are interesting to both uncommissioned as well as commissioned artworks with
their own agendas: they are used for commissioned works for advertising purposes because they
enhance the likelihood of being seen by many people which increases the advertising’s efficacy. It can
be observed that commercial murals thus typically take place at the highly frequented and visible
spots, which might be seen from a commuter train line and main roads; in contrast, uncommissioned
working artists appropriate clearly visible spots for internal instead of external (commercial) purposes:
to raise their internal appreciation among fellow artists. This particularly applies to illegal graffiti
interventions in the form of throw ups. The underpass of Ehrenfeld station is designed by a widespread
commissioned work with less sophisticated graffiti artworks bordering. They demonstrate the
proximity of both forms.

Photo 7 & 8: Underpass and entry area station Ehrenfeld (own photographs)

The juxtaposition is also evident on photo 7, portraying a shop on ‘Venloer Straße’ coated with
advertising urban art adjacent to illicit art. Upon request in the store, an employee stated that the
work was commissioned to prevent
undesired interventions and to ‘pretty
up’ the store’s façade. Likewise, the
photo shows how the success of such
endeavours can only be guaranteed to
a limited extent. In addition, the
picture underlines what the different
dots on the map show, namely how
illegal and legal forms of urban art in
Ehrenfeld are usually in close
proximity to each other. Despite this
proximity, further spatial patterns of Photo 9: Commissioned design EuroShop on Venloer Straße (own photograph)
the different types of urban art can be identified. The more time graffiti artists can take for the
intervention, the more time they can take for the colour design as well as the level of detail of the
intervention. Hence, sophisticated graffiti can be observed more frequently at side roads and slightly
shielded spots, as photo 9 shows.
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By establishing reference to their
spatial environment, commissioned
legal graffiti artworks as part of artistic
murals are counteracting illegal styles.
There are several locations in the
research context, displaying no spatial
pattern since they are commissioned
by private persons and thus not
chosen by the artists. The following
example at ‘Wahlenstraße’ shows two
entrance gates diagonally opposite to
Photo 10: Superimposed graffiti and mural at Venloer Straße (own photograph) each
other, substantiating this
observation and further contributes to unveil the spatial continuum between illegal and legal works of
urban art.

Photo 11 & 12: Commissioned and illegal urban art facing each other at Wahlenstraße (own photographs)

Photo 11 predominantly illustrates graffiti tags located directly next to each other. Walking in the field,
it becomes obvious how those surfaces, that have already been selected as a spot for a certain type of
intervention are being used by other artists to engage in the same type of intervention at the same
spot. As a result of this, accumulations of the same type of urban art occur.

Photo 13: Accumulated graffiti tags at a front door at Hüttenstraße; Photo 14: Accumulated paste ups at Heliosstraße (own photographs)

As photo 12 illustrates, some street artists working with paste ups intervene at hard-to-reach places,
to counteract the ephemerality resulting from deliberate stripping off the artwork. Stencil street art,
on the contrary, preferably can be found at ‘hidden’ places as single pieces of work. Both forms, paste
ups and stencils, must consider the surface character of the intervention, with uneven surfaces being
inappropriate for those interventions, which further adds to their spatial pattern. Figurative street art
is less delicate to irregularities of surfaces as they are usually designed by means of spray cans. This is
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reflected in their spatial disposition, to be found at several locations across the research context.
From the coloured dots on the map, the prevalence of artistic murals in the research context
is noticeable. The surfaces onto which these emerge have sometimes been covered by
uncommissioned interventions before. The issue of taking away space for illicit artworks is consistently
addressed in the interviews and further adds to the notion of ephemerality of urban art. Although
principally of interest for the issue of coexistence to be analysed in the following section, it also has
consequences for the spatial juxtaposition of urban art in Ehrenfeld. This can be illustrated by means
of an example: on the final day of walking the field, two grave candles and a cardboard sign saying ‘RIP
ART’ were erected in front of a previously photographed wall at Körnerstraße. Comparing the
photographs, it becomes obvious how the wall has been cleaned from numerous paste ups. Upon
request, a stopping by
resident of Körnerstraße said
the interventions had been
removed, because the wall
will be used as advertising
space in the future. This
rather coincidental encounter
can be associated with the
perception of Stijn in relation
to urban art in Ehrenfeld: ‘So
the tendency, what I observe:
it's
more
and
more
commissioned work and less
Photo 15: Wall at Körnerstraße, 09-08-2020 (own photograph)
and less street graffiti’. Stijn’s observations are in line with Ole’s opinion: ‘You have so many places in
Ehrenfeld where there are now commissioned works all at once, which were painted with other
pictures before’. This development of transforming surfaces into advertising surfaces and thereby
taking it away for uncommissioned artworks cannot solely be ascribed to the higher incidence of
commissioned works, but as Sebastian declares also to structural modifications in Ehrenfeld. Referring
to the previously mentioned and transformed Helios area, he expresses: ‘That had a bit of an aerosol
arena character, really cool. Too bad it’s over now’.

Photo 16: Wall at Körnerstraße, 14-08-2020 (own photograph)
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As shown, the loss of space has an impact on the juxtaposition of illegal and legitimized urban art in
Cologne Ehrenfeld. As a result, artists engaging in uncommissioned works are increasingly turning away
from Ehrenfeld as a spatial context for their art. This evasion and shift towards different
neighbourhoods are regularly mentioned in the interviews. As Ole states: ‘the real graffiti is being
pushed into the corners and then looks for another place of course’. It is at this juncture, that the
connection to Ferrell & Weide’s (2010, p. 61) ‘spot theory’ as a counter theory to the broken-windows
model can be extended: treating urban art as movement, which might expand to wherever open
spaces are available for tactics of appropriation enhances the authors’ notion of ‘liquid movement’. In
addition, Lefebvre’s (1996) imagination of the city as ‘œuvre’ is matching the notion of movement, in
the sense of how the collected inscriptions of artists form the city without delimitations in the form of
a particular neighbourhood. The associated sentiments and repercussions on the coexistence of
different forms of urban art will be analysed in the next section.

7.3 Coexistence of resistant and commissioned urban art forms
The interviews revealed two major positions towards commissioned designs among the respondents:
acceptance as well as rejection. These contradicting attitudes are dependent on a number of factors
to be illustrated by a variety of examples. Their analyses provide insights on the coexistence of resistant
and countercultural urban art with commissioned and legitimized forms.
After discussing developments of urban art with the respondents, the question soon arose about the
right to exist of all different types which have emerged out of its initial form. In response, all
interviewees consistently stated that they attribute a right to exist to all possible forms of urban art.
Although this does not suggest unconditional acceptance of all different forms of urban art, it signalizes
an overall positive basic attitude among the interviewed artists. The interviews reveal how the
development of urban art is assessed fundamentally natural, as Sebastian notes: ‘It's like any
subculture that evolves. It grows and prospers, and then adds different genres. […]. Graffiti is now over
50 years old [...] which means it's not a young subculture anymore’. Acknowledging urban art as an
ongoing process and following a similar train of thought as Sebastian on this regard, Stijn mentions: ‘I
can't say I'm upset about the fact that money is being made with graffiti, because it has already entered
the pop culture and yes, artists need to make money’. With this, Stijn implies a transition of urban art
from subculture to pop culture which is striking in view of the economic advantages consequently
thereof. It stands to reason that those respondents who financially benefit from commissioned works
evaluate these better accordingly. However, it needs to be acknowledged that the increasing
popularity and demand of urban art involves more advantages but regarding it as a source of income.
These were named primarily by those artists whose practices are only marginally related to
commissioned works: they relate to accompanied positive aspects such as growing appreciation of
urban art in general and of urban art as a handicraft. Aptly, Konstantin notes: ‘the scene is of course
pleased about its rising recognition’. First and foremost, these changes can be attributed to a greater
acceptance within society, an issue which will be further discussed as this analysis proceeds.

7.3.1 Rejecting views on commissioned artworks
On the opposite side, a variety of arguments are brought forward by the respondents which are
contradictory to the accepting and appreciating views analysed above. The most fundamental
statement signifying a rejection of commissioned designs stems from Ole. Referring to the opening of
a hall of fame in Cologne, he states with resentment: ‘To me, to be persecuted intensely on the one
hand [...] and to hear a city say on the other hand: we open up this place there… I don't know’. It
discloses how the artist considers commissioned works as a contradiction in terms with his own illicit
interventions and thus declines these. Another matter leading to a rather critical stance towards
commissioned works is linked to the artistic design of the intervention. It relates to the degree to which
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adaptation of the design takes place. The conflict usually occurs in the form of a negotiation process
between the ideas of the artist as opposed to the ideas of the commissioner. The corresponding
position occupied by the artist represents an issue of dispute. Oskar, taking a rather pragmatic
approach, states: ‘If I can represent it, I will do it. If I have freedom and can convince the customer of
my things, I do that too. But if I must bend over backwards, I'm out’. This position represents a friction
within the urban art scene of Cologne to the degree that other artists might be less likely to adopt a
clear stance when it comes to negotiating contents and designs of the artwork, thus producing
interventions according to the ideas of the commissioner. Apart from design aspects, payment of the
artists is a recurring point of criticism. The prevailing view of this issue is that commissioned designs
come with large sums of money but only inadequate payment of the artists. Sebastian indicates that
‘many of the artworks are painted for free’. Aside from direct payment for the artistic design, those
respondents engaging in commercial designs stated that they do not gain monetary value from
promotional efforts such as urban art tours showcasing their artworks neither. The issue of
remuneration will be reconsidered as this section proceeds. A final aspect of rejecting commissioned
artworks is commercial design. The interviews revealed refusing attitudes towards commercial designs
for blending practices of urban art with advertisement. These standpoints were most pronounced by
those respondents engaging in uncommissioned actions and are to be understood against the antiadvertising background of urban art roots as described in the theoretical framework. According to the
respondents, commercial designs lead to revaluation of real estate and, thereby, to revaluation of their
spatial environment. In addition, they add to the commodification of the subculture in the opinion of
the respondents. Adopting a position towards the latter is considered a dilemma by Konstantin,
‘because the scene also says: the scene itself may not commercialize in itself’. Stijn’s utterances
substantiate the conflict: ‘There have also been a lot of commissions that I only turned down because
there was a picture that I liked
before’. The dilemma of
adopting a position in this
regard is highlighted by Tarik:
‘currently the problem is rather
that people come here from
outside, from agencies to
foreign artists’. That implies
that if Cologne based artists
take
a
stand
against
commercial designs, it is likely
that artists not familiar with the
local subculture of urban art
Photo 17: Mural and graffiti tags at Glasstraße (own photograph)
substitute them. Simultaneously, the issue of negotiating the design of the artwork can result in a
dilemma to the artists, being replaced for a commissioned work by artists having less constraints while
at the same time not being able to prevent the emergence of the artwork by refusing the commission
themselves. Comparing accepting and refusing stances towards commissioned designs reveals that a
uniform approach to commissioned forms of urban art cannot be established among the respondents.
Therefore, the adopted positions show a lack of reconciliation.
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7.3.2 Resilience of illegal urban art
As a result of the contradiction outlined above, respondents engaging in illegal practices bring forward
several arguments which expose the resilience of illegal manifestations of urban art. As an initial
indicator for resilience, it is recalled that the internal structure of the urban art subculture in Cologne
used to be small-scale. Andreas points out to the considerable increase of artists engaging in illegal
urban art practices. How uncommissioned forms are gaining strength is further accentuated by the
advanced internal organisation for engaging in interventions, derived for instance from gaining access
to highly secured train depot areas, spying on security gaps and internal networking within the illegally
operating artists. This point is reinforced by the significance of illegal interventions to artists. Andreas
emphasizes urban art’s meaningfulness: ‘It's my life, so [...] it accompanies me for more than 30 years
now and will always remain a part of me’. There is agreement among the respondents that illegal forms
will not be contained. As Tarik states: ‘my culture will win. The boys will always keep going’. The
respondent’s positivism relates to the issues mentioned above: disappearance of spots available for
tactics of appropriation, the loss of space for illegal interventions and thus displacement of illegal forms
of urban art. With regards to illegal artworks being redesigned with commissioned artworks, Ole
comments on a personal experience in Ehrenfeld: ‘Then they had finished this job, I think, in a month
and then we […] actually
painted the whole wall
again’. The battle for
designing the surface
went to the next round:
‘then they painted over it
again. But then you're
also standing in a place
that is […] 50m as the
crow flies from the police
station in Ehrenfeld.
Putting you there is
always a risk, of course’.
These statements make Photo 18: Mural covering façade and illegal interventions at Stammstraße
clear how illegal urban art interventions in Cologne act as a resistant antithesis to the proliferation of
commissioned interventions. Sebastian’s depictions reinforce this finding: ‘I had already one or two
order enquiries, that would have been lucrative orders, but I saw the artworks on it and told the clients
in advance: no, the people who painted on it, you can’t teach them, you can’t bribe them, you can’t
do nothing at all. You won’t be very happy if I’m going to redesign your façade. And save the cleaning
agent and the cleaning company because it’s going to look like that a week later’.

7.3.3 Ensuring coexistence between different forms of urban art
Despite the resistant features of illegal urban art, the interviews produce several crucial factors to be
considered to ensure the coexistence of both illegal and commissioned forms of urban art. The first
element refers to the issue of compensation. As illustrated above, redesigning surfaces which
previously have been covered with illegal interventions lead to tensions within the subculture. Tarik
takes up this point by discussing the matter of payback: ‘Graffiti and this figurative art subsist on this
one tag, because if there hadn't been these hundreds of thousands of tags everywhere in the last 50
years, there would never have been the development to what is now considered to be entirely good’.
As a rule, the process of compensation takes place by means of spray cans. The prevailing opinion
among respondents is that as a process of negotiation, compensation needs to be assessed case by
case. In some cases, as hinted towards above, negotiations of compensations are refused. In that case,
the initial intervention may be taped off, as Oskar suggests: ‘I taped off a complete piece, with such
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[…] large paper banners and then I painted over it. That was definitely easy’. The prevalent opinion
among the respondents is that the issue of compensation has been left short in many cases in Cologne
up to this point. The second element concerns involvement of local artists. It refers to the necessity of
including a certain share of Cologne based urban artists for the design of commissioned events initiated
or funded by the municipality, such as Cityleaks festival. Neglecting local artists is a recurring issue
stated by the respondents, as Andreas indicates: ‘The city of Cologne should also work with its people
from Cologne, I would say. That's something that we are all furious about here’. The interviewees
consider possible contexts for this approach to be a lack of copious research for urban artists and that
inviting globally active urban artists is regarded as an increase of the commissions’ range and
reputation. More nuanced, the respondents call not only for involving local urban artists, but also for
involving those artists whose activities can be allocated in the illegal part of urban art subculture. The
degree of respecting other artists’ interventions varies from high for those rooted in the local
subculture to low for those artists coming from outside the local scene. The third and last central
element therefore is respect. With regards to repainting surfaces, Oskar states: ‘If you're acting within
the scene, you should have respect for the person. Whether you think the person sucks or not, or you
think the thing itself sucks or not. But you have to make sure that you somehow come to a common
ground and pay a little tribute to them’. This aspect seems to be important to those artists being
commissioned to paint but who do not have any background or points of contact with the local
subculture. In addition, the respondents bring forward the principle: the older the initial intervention,
the lower the acceptance for redesign. The discussion of these crucial factors shows how the
coexistence of different modes of urban artistic production is linked with several characteristic
features of the subculture.
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7.4 Promoted manifestations of urban art in Ehrenfeld
After the first three sub questions analysed relevant characteristics of the local subculture of urban art
in Cologne, the analysis of the following two sub questions will dive further into creative city branding
and its peculiarities with regards to the research topic. The route and selection of artworks displayed
during the attended urban art tour yield information on which manifestations of urban art are
particularly promoted within the
neighbourhood of Ehrenfeld and
their locality within the research
context. Starting at the Ehrenfeld
station
square,
different
commissioned murals located at the
station as well as the already
mentioned commissioned artwork
decorating the station’s underpass
are showcased. Following this, an
introduction to urban art and its
development was given by the tour
guide. The outlined discourse on
terminology was clearly noticeable
Figure 9: Section of spatial analysis (own illustration)
here, providing insight into different
degrees of desirability of urban art forms and thus of their promotion and non-promotion. Illegal forms
of urban art were acknowledged as predecessors of legal artworks to be found today, but also
described judgemental: graffiti was compared with daub and considered unpleasant. The opening of a
legal hall of fame in Cologne-Nippes emphasises this terminological discourse. While delivering her
open speech, mayor Reker stated her wish for the open surfaces to contribute to the ‘decrease of
undesired and illegal graffiti in Cologne’ (Stadt Köln, 2019d, p. 4). As the GPS-tracked route illustrates,
the tour guide mainly pointed to centrally located commissioned artworks, except for referring to
some artworks which can be assigned to street art interventions. The commissioned murals to be
found in Ehrenfeld which emerged during several Cityleaks festival editions play a central role in the
promotional efforts. Promoting what is deemed ‘good’ art and denigrating and rejecting what is not,
is in line with some respondents’ impressions as Jonah’s statement shows: ‘The city of Cologne will
probably do a lot to promote street art and especially street art, i.e., art with forms, objects, figures,
and thus to drive illegal graffiti out of the city or the neighbourhood’. As a result of some of the
promoted artworks being installed unauthorized, it also reveals differing degrees of cultural
permissibility of urban art in the promotional efforts of the city. This point can be made clear by
adducing the alteration of an artwork during the tour.

Photo 19: Figurative artwork at Venloer Straße (source: https://koeln.mitvergnuegen.com/tipps/trotzkopf-am-leo-amann-park/);
Photo 20: Different background for figurative background (own photograph)
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The figurative artwork shown in photo 19 and 20 was installed equally illegal as the graffiti tags
surrounding it. However, the adjacent tags were removed and exchanged with a background design
highlighting the figurative intervention. It thus has a higher degree of cultural permissibility and is
promoted. This issue raises questions to a certain hesitance of removing some artworks after their
unauthorized installation. This selection process is also recognized by some of the respondents.
Following these results,
the promotional efforts
territorialize urban art by
favouring some modes of
production over others,
putting these on display
instead of leaving them
hidden and to be found.
The borderline between
what
is
deemed
favourable and what is
not is made clear with
back reference to the
issue of terminology: Photo 21: Ironic confrontation of Cologne's strategic orientation at Hüttenstraße (own
graffiti as a term is photograph)
negatively burdened and thus declined. If one, however, substitutes graffiti with the terminology of
urban art or street art, the discourse changes. Belittling illegal forms further intervenes in an opinionforming and one-sided manner. They influence urban art’s development.
A group of people being guided around the neighbourhood to look for urban art was encountered
during walking the field. This accidental meeting underlines the weightiness of promoting urban art
manifestations in Ehrenfeld, with different tour operators and regularly scheduled tours.

Photo 22: Guided urban art tour accidentally encountered at Vogelsanger Straße (own photograph)
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7.4.1 The development of Ehrenfeld’s creative basis
The case study has shown how Ehrenfeld as a neighbourhood is symbolically charged and rated as a
melting pot for creativity. This is emphasized by the presented creative city branding efforts which
nourish themselves from the neighbourhood’s reputation. Together with the background of the
outlined structural changes occurring in Ehrenfeld such as gentrification, it raises the question as to
how the basis for promoting urban artistic creativity in Ehrenfeld is currently sustained. The interviews
revealed valuable insights on this matter. As described earlier, the former Helios area used to be the
hotspot for subcultural activities in Ehrenfeld. Apart from being home to the club venue Underground,
it played a significant role in the development of artistic creativity for the neighbourhood. According
to the respondents, the demolition of Underground and repurposing of the area mark the breaking
away of subcultural creativity in Ehrenfeld, as Sebastian reveals: ‘with this, a very important anchor
has also broken away in Ehrenfeld’. The disappearance of available space for tactics of appropriation
is made clear by Andreas: ‘Ehrenfeld was just cool in the past. At the Helios area used to be the
Underground before it was demolished. You were allowed to paint there. And then, well, now it is
slowly shutting down’. As indicated in the previous section, urban artists are increasingly shifting their
spatial context for engaging in artistic practices to other neighbourhoods. These considerations have
a strong influence on the development of creativity in Ehrenfeld. Referring to Heliosstraße, the street
adjacent to Helios area, Oskar feels certain that ‘this urban space, that used to be there, will cease to
exist entirely’. His feeling is substantiated by Sebastian. Referring to prospects of the subculture in
Ehrenfeld, he states: ‘I think we have already reached the zenith in Ehrenfeld’. Enrico takes a similarly
negative stand: ‘Many properties where subculture took place have been sold to investors. Although
with the promise that culture will continue to take place there but [...] in the end there is not much
left of it, actually nothing at all’. Ehrenfeld‘s reputation to be the centre of creativity in Cologne partially
draws on and is sustained by subcultural activities taking place within the neighbourhood area. The
discontinuation of these, together with tendencies of saturation of urban art in Ehrenfeld, as shown
by the respondents with the aid of the examples above, paves the way for returning to the theoretical
considerations of mythmaking.
Jonah is critical of the actual creativity of the neighbourhood. According to him, it is more attributed
hype than lived reality: ‘Ehrenfeld experiences more a hype instead of what really is there, as if it was
the creative melting pot of Cologne. It is definitely not’. It shows, how the external perception on
creativity differs from lived experiences of creative actors in the neighbourhood. As a contributor to
this reputation, the promotion of urban art has fostered a development that fails to stand reality. As
Sebastian states: ‘Everyone wants to live there, but what they don't know any more is the reason why’.
The respondent’s viewpoint unveils consequences on Ehrenfeld’s reputation accompanied by
promotional efforts of urban art. The promotion of what constitutes the area’s subcultural appeal
results in space that is interchangeable, diminishing urban art’s characteristics and influencing its
development. The final section will further illuminate on this issue by demonstrating actions associated
with urban art’s utilization.

7.5 Utilization of urban art for Cologne’s creative city branding
7.5.1 Implementation of urban art as a branding tool in Cologne
As a result of analysing secondary research sources in the form of several policy documents, the
utilization of urban art as a city branding tool takes place in a variety of ways and for a variety of
reasons. Firstly, there are a few indicators to suggest that legitimised space is one tool which is
following, even if indirectly, the municipality’s city branding logic. In 2019, a hall of fame was
established at Geldernstraße station, located in the municipal district Nippes and adjacent to
Ehrenfeld. The project named ‘We Build This City’ was implemented to change perceptions of the bus
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and tram stop and thus to make it more attractive. Yet it shows the changing direction of official
responses to urban art by local politicians, as indicated by Nippes’ district mayor Schößler: ‘Already
more than 10 years ago, the district council of Nippes wanted to counteract the grey monotony at
this location with art under the title 'art at the station'. […]. However, the fundamental attitude of
the administration and the police was still a far cry from today's enthusiasm’ (Stadt Köln, 2019d,
p. 6). According to the interviewees, changing perspectives to urban art can also be identified at a
societal level. Konstantin states: ‘In any case, what I perceive is a greater acceptance on the part of
the majority society’. In the opinion of the respondents, recognizing the (sub)cultural value of urban
art is on the one hand a matter of socialisation, with younger generations displaying a greater degree
of acceptance and on the other hand depending on the composition of the neighbourhood’s
inhabitants, respectively. Towards this issue, Ole indicates: ‘in Ehrenfeld it is relaxed to paint, you can
still do it even if there are people. It's such a hip neighbourhood and the population are accordingly,
and they also say: oh, I don't care then or: oh, cool that you're doing that’. When considering opening
legitimised space for urban art, being attentive to the socio-spatial contexts thus is of importance.
After discussing legitimised space as a branding tool, a few adopted measures can be subsumed
under the umbrella term destination marketing. There are numerous indications to be found to
substantiate the claim that the utilization of urban art as a branding tool in Cologne is most
pronounced to serve the purpose of destination marketing. As Cologne’s official tourism
organisation, ‘KölnTourismus GmbH’ directly represents the interests of the municipality. In 2016,
the destination marketing organisation initiated a theme year named ‘#urbanCGN – cologne urban
lifestyle’ (KölnTourismus GmbH, 2016). In this campaign, urban art plays a key role. The objective is
to focus on Cologne’s ‘creative scene’ and to build up its international reputation. Together with coworking organizations from Düsseldorf and the Ruhr area, the theme year became part of a project
called ‘#urbanana’ in 2017. Co-funded by the destinations and further subsidized by the promotional
competition ‘Erlebnis.NRW’ funded by the European Union, the project had a total volume of EUR 1.2
million to promote the key subjects ‘festivals, design, urban art & art scene, music culture, digital
scene and fashion’ (KölnTourismus GmbH, 2017b). Continuation of the project takes place with the
campaign ‘FLOW.NRW’ in 2019, in which the monetary volume has tripled up to EUR 3.75 million.
Advancing the local creative scenes as locational factors is at the core of this project (TourismusNRW,
2019). The promotion of tourists seeking for creativity and culture aptly represents part of the
creative city branding discourse as demonstrated before. To this end, different measures were put
into effect. The most subtle measure refers to an ‘urban art map’, displaying the location of ‘more
than 100 murals’ (KölnTourismus GmbH, 2017a). A copy of this map can be found in Appendix E. The
attended urban art tour comes under these measures, offering tours to both individual interested
parties as well as group tours. Financial funding of the biennial urban art festival Cityleaks further
amplifies Cologne’s creative city branding efforts. An inquiry to the municipality via mail yielded in
the information that the festival gets subsidized to an amount of EUR 40.000 annually. The examples
above illustrate the role urban art is ascribed to in two major ways. First, as a facilitator to attract
tourists and the creative class and second, as an asset for the visual design of public spaces which
appear interesting to the growing creative industries sector of Cologne.

7.5.2 Artists reactions to and perceptions of utilization of urban art
After addressing main implementations of urban art for Cologne’s city branding efforts, this section
proceeds with perceptions of urban artists on this issue, to illuminate reactions to this utilization. As a
necessary factor for analysing these reactions, the respondents firstly are questioned on whether they
witness a shift in the municipality’s alignment towards urban art or not. Overall, all respondents
express changes in the orientation accordingly. The perceived degrees to which this change takes place
varies among the respondents. Most frequently mentioned shifts refer to an improved responsiveness
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towards urban art, wider acceptance, and tolerance. While these factors point towards a rejection of
formerly prevailing zero-tolerance approaches, other respondents state that the municipality’s shift
takes place by a greater recognition of urban art’s social value. Konstantin states: ‘This has actually
changed a bit because they have also noticed, [...] that it is about a lifeworld, that it is about
participation, that it is about communitisation’. For Tarik, the shift comes along with changes in
political positions regarding urban art by succeeding generations: ‘This change also has something to
do with the change in this position, i.e., that there are new people’. With the respondents consistently
commenting on a shifting municipality’s orientation towards urban art, gaining information on
whether or not they also perceive this change as a strategic approach is the subsequent step. Andreas,
who considers that enabling legitimised space is rather a consequence of ‘a begging of us’ instead of a
strategic development and Enrico, who states that ‘to recognize a strategy behind it would mean that
you would have to deal with it more in depth, and I definitely don't do that’, are the only two
respondents who do not perceive the actions taken by the municipality of Cologne as a strategy. On
the opposite side, the majority of eight respondents recognized a strategy. According to the
respondents’ viewpoints, the strategy takes shape through numerous manifestations to be analysed
in the following. The first reason for which the city’s changing orientation is perceived as a strategy is
as a means to achieve re-election. In this context, Konstantin expresses: ‘Graffiti ultimately is a vote
that can be of value to politician x-y, so if you look at it strategically, I think it's more such a sort of
story’. Strikingly, after the interviews were conducted, Cologne’s mayor Henriette Reker commissioned
a large mural portraying herself in an effort of canvassing in the course of a local election campaign
taking place in September 2020 (van Riesenbeck, 2020). This policy stroke illustrates the changing
political discourse on urban art in Cologne in the literal sense and reflects the respondent’s statements.
On a more abstract level, the respondents perceive another manifestation of Cologne’s strategy to be
city marketing. On this, Ben states: ‘In any case, the city of Cologne has now discovered it for city
marketing’. The respondent considers that reasons for this approach result from Cologne being a
‘creative and media location’ and embeds these in the broader creative city context, by reflecting on
living environment needs of the creative class: ‘[they] want to live in a living environment, where it is
more colourful, more diverse and not so sterile [...]. They just want it colourful and crazy and
diversified’. According to the respondents, Cologne’s endeavours on city marketing in combination
with urban art are still in an experimental stage compared to other cities, as Sebastian states: ‘unlike
other cities in Europe, [...] Cologne is still totally backward in this respect’. A scope which is named
more frequently by the respondents and thus plays a more essential role among urban artists with
regards to the municipality’s strategy refers to the provision of legal space, or as dealt with above,
legitimised space. Opening the previously mentioned hall of fame at Geldernstraße station is perceived
by the respondents as the result of persistent efforts on the part of urban artists. Konstantin
contemplates that the municipality’s orientation thus relates to a wider recognition of urban art’s
social value: ‘the city has also seen that young people need their spaces and graffiti sprayers need their
spaces and therefore I think they have opened up a bit’. Divergent from this acknowledgement of
urban art’s social reality, Stijn evaluates the project above all against the background of cost efficiency:
‘It was actually planned to renovate the entire station and basically what we did, with quite a lot of
volunteer artists, only costs a fraction of what would have been incurred in the renovation’, but also
estimates that the marketing effect of the project to the city of Cologne is of higher value than the
accompanied appreciation of urban art’s social value. Considering that the utilization of urban art in
Cologne plays an important role for attracting tourists is most frequently mentioned by the
respondents. To Tarik, urban art as a tourism attractor appears to be a logical conclusion on the part
of the municipality. He states: ‘of course the city of Cologne has understood strategically by now: we
can't get rid of graffiti and then we should rather make use of it, because the city of Cologne doesn't
only want to attract tourists over 60 [years of age], but also tourists under 60, and they find it cool
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when there are street art tours and when there is a street art festival in Cologne’. Oskar, following a
similar train of thought as Tarik, embeds the city as a neoliberal acting construct: ‘the city of Cologne
is also like a company. And a business must survive, and of course that includes jumping on the
mainstream bandwagon and offering street art tours’. The awareness of the added value urban art
yields for the municipality’s tourism strategy is almost ubiquitous among the respondents. Ben, who
is working in the tourism industry, even experiences the strategic approach during day-to-day work:
‘We have a relatively young target group among our guests, who come from all over Europe. And they
ask explicitly at check-in: where can I find the street art hotspots in Cologne, where can I take pictures,
what can you recommend’. The growing consciousness about tourism-related strategic approaches
among urban artists is, as a last point, emphasized by naming adopted measures of the municipality in
this respect. Enrico states: ‘KölnTourismus always has such theme years that they proclaim. And I think
two years ago or so, the theme year was actually 'Urban Cologne', #urbanCGN’. Finally, the interviews
repeatedly revealed that albeit the prevalent pattern of opinions on the strategic approach of the
municipality of Cologne is basically positive, there are no expectations that further actions of the
municipality may comply with the illegal urban art subculture of Cologne. Tarik comments on this issue:
‘I don't want to nonsensically counter the city of Cologne. That's because I don't have any expectation
at all, I would offer criticism if I had an expectation. I never expected them to be cool’.

7.5.3 Fragmented administrative approaches towards urban art
Regarding the integration of creative city branding strategies in relation to urban art across municipal
administration units, what seems rather obstructive is the inconsistent consideration of the subculture
among different stakeholders. This friction can be made visible by considering the approach Cologne’s
cultural office is taking on urban art, referring to Lefebvre’s right to the city and arguing for the need
of ‘rooms for creativity’ (Stadt Köln, 2019c, p. 134). Opposing this approach, ‘Cologne’s Anti Spray
Action’ (abbr. ‘KASA’), founded in 1998 and consisting of almost 40 facilities and institutions, advocates
for ‘stopping the proliferation of colour smears in Cologne and to hold the perpetrators accountable’
(Stadt Köln, 2019a, p. 2). Based on the perceptions of urban artists as shown above, the fundamental
convergence of the city of Cologne with regards to urban art becomes clear. The cultural development
office as well as the city's youth welfare office are the most oriented towards urban artistic practices
and, as indicated, KölnTourismus as well as KölnBusiness as subsidiaries of the city make use of partial
aspects of the subculture. On the other side, the union KASA as a strong anti-urban art lobby is
showcasing the lack of uniform positioning towards urban art within Cologne’s administrative
structure. As made clear in the previous section analysing which urban art manifestations are
promoted in the city branding context, hesitance of removal of certain kind of artworks, i.e., those
which are deemed to add value find consensus in their approach within different administrative units
and thus represent a borderline of the policy inconsistencies.
However, this finding does not solve the issue of fragmented viewpoints towards urban art. The
interviews reveal how the approval of legitimised space are protracted due to bureaucratic obstacles
in the form of many instances being integrated in the process. To act as the interface between the
municipality of Cologne and the local subculture of urban art, the respondents point to Cologne based
art supply stores as well as an urban art youth project to serve as counterparts for the city and as
stakeholders for the urban art subculture.
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8 Conclusion
This chapter presents the research questions in chronological order. First, the sub questions are
answered consecutively. Following this, a detailed answer to the main research question will be given.

8.1 Sub question 1: Typology of Cologne based urban artists
The first sub question: ‘What constitutes the typology of urban artists in Cologne?’ addresses the
heterogenous subculture of urban art in Cologne. It exposes individual characteristics which define the
boundaries between different types and are of vital importance for showing the variety and
inconsistency in dealing with urban art’s utilization for city branding efforts. The analysis results in the
elaboration of six different and constituting typologies which are visualized with the aid of radar charts.
To avoid confusion by creating one radar chart encompassing all, each typology is visualized with an
individual chart. Following from the analysis, five defining characteristics, or distinguishing criteria
represent the foundation of the single typologies. These entail varying degrees of orientation towards
the roots and original ideas of urban art, accessibility to outsiders of the subculture, risk-taking and
self-sacrifice, appropriation, and sense of place.

To begin with, illegal graffiti artist constitutes the
first typology of urban artists in Cologne. This
type is characterized by a strong orientation
appropriation
towards the roots of urban art by engaging in
modes of production which represent acts of
sense of place
commerciality
resistance and particularly valuing subcultureinternal respect. In addition, the mutually
dependent characteristics of accessibility for
risk-taking and
outsiders and commerciality are very low for this
accessibility
self-sacrifice
type. This is due to the fact that risk-taking and
self-sacrifice are pronounced among illegal
roots
graffiti artists because their actions typically
Figure 10: Illegal graffiti artist typology (own illustration)
involve both the risk of being prosecuted and a
vital health risk. The engagement of illegal graffiti artists is typically shaped by a high level of sense of
place and fundamental appropriation.

illegal graffiti artist

The second typology created based on the defining characteristics depicts legal graffiti artist. Engaging
in similar types of urban artistic interventions
legal graffiti artist
as the previous type, legal graffiti artists
feature high levels of sense of place and their
appropriation
strong connection to the roots of the
subculture stem from the fact that those
sense of place
commerciality
attributed to this type have previously often
engaged in illegal graffiti interventions,
changing their practices by changes of living
risk-taking and
situations.
Despite
also
producing
accessibility
self-sacrifice
commissioned artworks, legal graffiti artists’
confined commerciality results from the
roots
strong orientation towards original ideas of
Figure 11: Legal graffiti artist typology (own illustration)
urban art.
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commercial graffiti artist
appropriation
sense of place

commerciality

accessibility

risk-taking and
self-sacrifice
roots

Figure 12: Commercial graffiti artist typology (own illustration)

As a third type co-constituting the typology of
Cologne based urban artists, commercial
graffiti artist is to be named. As the type
implies, commercial graffiti artists are
characterised by high levels of commerciality,
with urban art being a (primary) source of
income for those artists. Accordingly, this type
is accessible to outsiders of the subculture.
Depending on the artists’ background in illegal
graffiti interventions, their connection to the
roots of the subculture is still comparably high.
This is apparent from the fact that they
differentiate between which commissioned
works they accept and a differentiation of
their practices from advertising.

Classical street artist constitutes the fourth
classical street artist
typology of urban artists in Cologne. Typically
following interventions which convey
appropriation
messages, the form of appropriation is political
as in contrast to fundamental appropriation.
sense of place
commerciality
The significance of consideration and respect
for other people’s property is important to
classical street artists. In this respect, this type
risk-taking and
accessibility
differs from graffiti practices, the importance
self-sacrifice
of terminology is of great importance. This is
reflected in less orientation towards the
roots
subculture’s roots. Although engaging in Figure 13: Classical street artist typology (own illustration)
uncommissioned interventions, classical street
artists face a lower risk and self-sacrifice compared to their graffiti peers, since the degree of penalty
for their practices is lower due to straightforward cleaning expenses.

commercial street artist
appropriation

sense of place

commerciality

risk-taking
and selfsacrifice

accessibility

roots
Figure 14: Commercial street artist typology (own illustration)

Commercial street artist is classified as a second to
last typology. The degree of commerciality for this
type is high, by pursuing both direct as well as
indirect economic interests: as for commercial
graffiti artists, the commercial street artist
engages in urban art as a source of income. The
artist yet also follows these actions, to enhance his
or her visibility and recognizability which serves as
marketing for the artist. As a result of these
factors, this typology displays little to no
orientation towards the subculture’s roots. The
relatively high degree of sense of place may also
be attributed to considering well visible spots for
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interventions which might enhance the
full commercialist
artist’s commercial efforts.
The final typology of urban artists in
appropriation
Cologne is full commercialist. This type of
artist produces artworks according to
sense of place
commerciality
commercial commissions, usually in the
form of large-scale murals. Despite of the
fact that no interview was conducted
with an artist that can be ascribed to this
risk-taking and
accessibility
self-sacrifice
typology, the analysis repeatedly
revealed insights from which this type is
roots
derived. Full commercialists normally are
not bound to any spatial environment as
the main space for interventions, but Figure 15: Full commercialist typology (own illustration)
usually stay at one place for a limited time. In consequence, their familiarity with the spatial context is
also limited which might result in the production of works of art torn from their spatial environment.,
which forms the basis for little to no sense of place. The low level of orientation towards the
subculture’s roots is explained by engaging in interventions which take place exactly where they are
intended, thereby asserting property relations instead of questioning them with the artwork.
In conclusion, the typology of urban artists is constituted by a variety of distinguishing characteristics
which result in six different typologies. These typologies are not fixed and due to changing career paths
or diverging practices, artists may be attributed more than one typology at the same time. The
applicability and added value of this typology consists of its potential for a better understanding of
behaviour patterns and reactions of Cologne based urban artists on the municipality’s strategic
orientation which is making use of the subculture’s creative interventions.

8.2 Sub question 2: Juxtaposition of illegal and legitimized forms
The second sub question concerns the spatial positionings of different manifestations of urban art
within Cologne-Ehrenfeld. It addresses the question: ‘How are illegal and legitimized forms juxtaposed
in relation to their spatial environment?’ As a result of the analysis, it was found that the positioning
of urban art interventions is not a random composition but a continual process of negotiation over
public space. This can be illustrated based on various indicators. Naturally, appropriation of space for
artistic interventions affects the spatial assemblage of urban art. At the same time, appropriation
generates conflicts within the illegally engaging part of the subculture related to what extent space,
which has previously been appropriated by other artists, may or may not serve as a spot for other
artists’ interventions. Ranging from rejection of manifestations taking place in the vicinity of another
artwork to possessive claims of surfaces, the assembly of interventions is dictated by appropriation as
a law of the game, creating small-scale sub-areas which add up to the spatial arrangement of different
urban artistic modes of production.
The spatial environment itself can be classified as a further factor influencing the arrangement of
different urban art manifestations. As the analysis has shown, the city’s physical structure creates
diverging meanings of spots to urban artists. Most notably, these meanings relate to the issue of
visibility. For commissioned artworks, well visible spots might increase the results and impact of the
intervention, for instance advertising. These spots, however, are of equal interests to illegally
operating artists, because painting widely visible surfaces raises the artist’s recognition and respect
among fellow urban artists. These circumstances lead to the fact that different types of urban art in
Ehrenfeld are not spatially separated, but instead in close spatial proximity to one another. In
conjunction with the issue of appropriation, it indicates that the juxtaposition of different modes of
production is tied to a steadily process of negotiation, a battle for (public) space, and as such is never
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fixed.
As another influencing factors for the spatial arrangement of different manifestations in CologneEhrenfeld, those surfaces which have previously been the place of a particular kind of intervention are
typically reused by other artists for the same type of art. Most notably, this accumulation is applicable
to graffiti tags, creating a spatial division of legal and illegal forms of urban art, adding to the
importance of looking at the juxtaposition from a small-scale perspective. The analysis has shown that
most types of urban art show a relation to their spatial arrangement. From this observation, spatial
patterns emerge which provide information on the juxtaposition of illegal and legal forms in public
space: illegal forms must take into account the spots‘ materiality to a high degree, as the surface
character and the intervention’s desired effect is dependent on this. In addition, the time frame in
which to perform the intervention must be assessed, with the result that more sophisticated artworks
are more likely to be found at less frequented streets. Contrary to this, legal forms feature no spatial
patterns as their location depends on the commissioner, not on the artist. However, both artistic as
well as commercial murals take a prevalent role in the research context, most notably because of their
difference in size compared to illicit artworks. The location of commercial murals typically takes place
at most visible spots, to be seen clearly from main roads and commuter train lines.
Painting over illegal artworks with commissioned art is not only a measure which counteracts the
emergence of undesired modes of production, but also decreases the juxtaposition of different types
of urban art in Ehrenfeld by taking away spots for illicit artworks. Partly as a result of less available
space, artists are turning away from Ehrenfeld as spatial context for art. This further diminishes the
juxtaposition of both legal and illegal forms and contributes to the prevalence of commissioned
interventions in the neighbourhood. This state of affairs constitutes the evolution of urban art in
Ehrenfeld. The underlying reasons for this development of urban art in Ehrenfeld will be reconsidered
as this conclusion proceeds because they exceed the issue of juxtaposition.
From these research findings, it can be concluded that the small-scale spatial juxtaposition of both
illegal and legitimized interventions follows various material conditions as well as subculture-internal
features, dictating the arrangement of uncommissioned interventions. In turn, these are influenced by
commissioners, among others the municipality of Cologne, by cleaning uncommissioned artworks or
repainting them with either artistic or commercial murals. This intervening complicates the spatial
arrangement of different types of urban art and leads to the prevalence of commissioned artworks at
well visible spots within the research context.

8.3 Sub question 3: Coexistence of resistant and commissioned urban art forms
The third sub question addresses the issue of whether or not different types of urban art which are
differing from one another by their degree of legality can exist together: ‘Can the resistant and
countercultural roots of urban art coexist with commissioned and legitimized forms?’ The interview
analysis yields contradictory views on this matter resulting from opposed positions towards
commissioned artworks. Diverse types of respondents that have expressed an overall positive basic
attitude towards commissioned artworks, demonstrated by ascribing a right to exist to all forms of
urban art emerging from its countercultural roots and regarding the diversification of practices as a
natural process. While those artists who directly benefit from commissioned forms acknowledge these
for their economic value, the indirect value is recognized also by those artists who do not profit from
commissions directly: it refers to a growing appreciation of urban art in general as well as to the
acknowledgement of urban art as handicraft.
As opposed to this, several arguments are brought forward signalizing rejecting attitudes towards
commissioned modes of production. Apart from a prevalent perception among respondents on the
issue of exploitation of artistic creativity through poor or no payment for commissions, critical
standpoints on mingling urban art with advertisement emerged, showing resentment against the more
general matter of commodification of the subculture. These sentiments are most notably expressed
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by illegally engaging artists, rejecting commissions for being a contradiction in terms with their own
sphere of artistic creativity. In addition, critically assessing commissioned artworks is expressed by the
unwillingness to paint over existing interventions at the spot as well as nonconformity with the
intended design of the artwork. Taking up these positions, local urban artists find themselves in a
dilemma: their high level of orientation to the roots of the subculture may not reach the desired effect,
because if they do not do the job, they are likely to be substituted by artists with less reservations,
whose connections to the local scene might not be given.
These opposing standpoints show how accepting and rejecting positions display a lack of reconciliation,
which adds to friction within the subculture. Consequently, predominantly illegal graffiti artists
emphasized the resilience of illegal types of urban art. This becomes apparent by the growing and
increasingly organized character of illegal graffiti artists, circumventing safety measures and internal
links within the scene. The resilience is further accentuated when reconsidering the notion of
fundamental appropriation: not complying to rules outside of its own domain, illegal urban art will
subsist due to its fundamental establishing characteristics. It will defy its elimination due to
commissioned designs painting over illegal artworks, either by tightening measures in the form of
repainting commissioned interventions again or by extending and shifting their practices to other
neighbourhoods. This research finding is in line with Cresswell’s (1992, p. 342) observation that ‘the
space of graffiti's criminality is limited only by the graffitist's imagination’.
Three key factors are identified to ensure the coexistence of commissioned as well as countercultural
types of urban art in Cologne Ehrenfeld and to prevent the friction analysed above by heightening
appreciating standpoints towards commissions. These relate to compensation, involvement of local
artists and respect. As an established rule within the subculture of urban art in Cologne, repainting
illegal interventions with commissioned art should compensate the artists who have initially
appropriated the surface by means of spray cans. The amount of such compensation is assessed on a
case-by-case basis and requires gatekeepers known in the subculture to establish contact to the initial
artists. Among urban artists, the process is regarded as a legitimate claim for payback resulting from
making use of the subculture. With reference to the different typologies, legal as well as commercial
graffiti artists are most qualified for this role, as they are more accessible to outsiders and bring along
high degrees of orientation to the roots, establishing interconnectedness within the subculture. A
second gatekeeper might be found in the local art supply shop selling spray cans. Involving local artists
and those which are typically engaging in illegal artistic activities is found to be a second key factor.
Including a certain proportion of Cologne based artists for municipality funded commissions increases
appreciation of the artworks within the local scene and adds to the issue of payback to the subculture.
If artists from outside the local subculture are commissioned to paint, resulting artworks are usually
not well accepted within the scene and if existing interventions are not compensated, low acceptance
might turn into resentment. The issue of respect thus represents the last crucial factor to be considered
and finds expression in paying tribute to the local scene.
The fragmentary attitudes towards commissioned designs within the subculture show the
contradiction and thus the lack of reconciliation of standpoints in dealing with the subject of
commercialisation and implies (spatial) divergence of urban artistic practices. This possible
development can be counteracted by means of some crucial factors, which are to be understood as
policy recommendations, and might increase the overall acceptance of the city's strategic orientation.
They can be taken as an indication that the local subculture of urban art is not concerned with
separating itself from commercial developments and adopting a resistant standpoint, but rather of
being paid back for commissions taking advantage of the roots of urban art. To conclude, the basic
positive attitude towards developments of urban art in general shows that commissioned and
countercultural types of urban art can coexist if the illegal subculture's voice is taken into consideration
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and inclusion of local artists takes place into commissioned designs so that the scene can be awarded
appropriate compensation.

8.4 Sub question 4: Promoted manifestations and its effect on the neighbourhood
The fourth sub question signifies a shifting focus of analysis from characteristics of the Cologne
subculture of urban art to specific aspects accompanying the orientation of Cologne towards the
subculture. It addresses the question: ‘Which manifestations of urban art are promoted in this
neighbourhood and how does the promotion affect creativity within Ehrenfeld?’
Emerging from the political discourse on urban art in Cologne and observations from the guided urban
art tour, the municipality’s promotional focus is on commissioned artworks, most notably artistic
murals. Promotional efforts distinguish types of urban art with regards to differing degrees of
desirability and cultural permissibility. Whereas the latter becomes apparent by a selection process of
uncommissioned artworks regarding their appreciation and hesitance of removal, the former signalizes
how word associations play a crucial role in what is promotable and what is not. The question of which
urban art manifestations are to be promoted is thus dependent on the issue of terminology, occupying
the borderline of promotability: the term graffiti is declined, because it is negatively charged.
Exchanging the term with urban art or street art, however, increases the municipality’s receptiveness.
This approach to promotion influences spatial patterns of different types of urban art, engendering an
increased incidence of commissioned designs in Ehrenfeld. In consequence, the approach shapes the
(spatial) development of the subculture of urban art in Cologne. Referring back to the issue of
decreased space for uncommissioned interventions reinforces this point: repainting illicit artworks
with commissions reduces available space for illegal tactics of appropriation and decreases the
heterogeneity of urban art in the neighbourhood. In combination with structural modifications taking
place in Ehrenfeld, particularly the demolition and restructuring of Helios area as a hub for subcultural
creativity in the neighbourhood, these factors increasingly lead to urban artists turning away from
Ehrenfeld as a spatial context for their practices. From these dynamics it follows that subcultural
artistic creativity as an establishing factor for Ehrenfeld’s reputation and identity becomes deprived of
its basis.
With reference to the theoretical discourse on mythmaking, these research findings indicate that by
contributing to a homogenization of urban artistic creativity, the promotional effort’s authenticity
diminishes. This is mainly due to the fact that although commissioned artworks illustrate the
appearance, they do not represent the substance of artistic resistance and subcultural energy which is
in the centre of the municipality’s promotion of urban art for city branding. In the most literal sense,
the promoted manifestations function as a façade of Ehrenfeld’s subcultural artistic creativity and thus
create a myth. Apart from the consequences on the development of the urban art scene and Ehrenfeld
as a neighbourhood, the promotional focus produces interchangeable space which could be replicated
at any place, irrespective of its lived creativity. As a result, this approach ultimately reduces its own
competitive advantages.
In conclusion, promotional efforts are limited to those artistic manifestations which are attributed a
high degree of desirability and cultural permissibility, with the issue of terminology serving as a
borderline. Consequently, these efforts influence the subculture’s development and territorialization.
Together with structural modifications of neighbourhood, the approach displays saturation tendencies
for undesired illegal types of urban art and leads to artists shifting the spatial context for their
interventions from Ehrenfeld. The selective promotion affects the neighbourhood’s creativity in many
ways: artists turning away from Ehrenfeld diminishes the area’s lived creativity, which might lead to a
loss of authenticity of the promotional efforts. This development would in turn have wide-ranging
effects on the external perception of Ehrenfeld and city branding itself, further to be discussed in
answering the main research question.
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8.5 Sub question 5: Utilization of urban art for Cologne’s creative city branding
The fifth and last sub question pays attention to the issue of how the municipality of Cologne puts
urban art to use for creative city branding efforts taking place in the neighbourhood of Ehrenfeld. It
deals with the question: ‘In what ways has urban art in Ehrenfeld been utilized for Cologne’s creative
city branding?’
The analysis yields information on different ways of implementation, ranging from indirect to direct
means. A shift in the municipality’s alignment finds expression in the provision of legitimised space.
Although this action cannot solely be attributed to take place following city branding ideas, it
represents an increased openness to benefitting from urban art as a tool for urban revitalization. The
utilization of urban art for city branding is most notable in the domain of destination marketing. This
concerns a few strategic efforts focused on attracting tourists to Ehrenfeld as a part of the destination
Cologne, which are carried out by the municipality’s subsidiary KölnTourismus GmbH. The measures
include offering guided urban art tours, providing maps displaying many murals in the city area and
particularly Ehrenfeld, financially funding the urban art festival Cityleaks and initiating a theme year
focussing on urban art in 2016. The importance of urban art becomes clear from the considerable
financial framework and the ongoing duration of these measures. In addition, the extensive means for
destination marketing aiming at creativity and (sub)culture seeking tourists show how the strategic
orientation clearly follows the creative city guidelines of Richard Florida (2002).
These measures are also recognized by the interviewed Cologne based urban artists, stating a changing
municipal orientation and public awareness of the subculture without exception. While the former
indicates a fundamental change of municipal perspectives in relation to greater tolerance and
recognizing urban art’s social value, the latter refers to changing responses on the societal scale, with
younger generations generally displaying greater open-mindedness to urban art. The majority of the
respondents perceive the municipality’s orientation as a strategy and are able to name various ways
of how it takes shape, partially embedding the intentions of the municipality into a broader context of
neoliberal acting cities. Although the general expectations within the subculture in terms of obtaining
added value from this orientation is low, the positive pattern of opinion among the respondents
suggests how urban artists adjust their practices accordingly. Following the respondent’s perception
that the city’s efforts in this regard are at an experimental stage compared to other cities can be
connected to the fragmented administrative approaches towards urban art.
The lack of a uniform positioning within the administrative structures towards urban art mitigates the
city branding efforts efficacy. Urban art’s eligibility is considered differently by various administrative
bodies of the municipality, which results in bureaucratic hurdles for a uniform approach towards the
subculture. This inconsistency reveals the need for an interface between the municipal structure and
the local subculture of urban art to pool and conciliate diverse departments and to harmonize the
city’s orientation.
In conclusion, the ways that urban art in Ehrenfeld has been utilized for Cologne’s creative city
branding show a clear focus on efforts associated with destination marketing and orientation on the
objectives dictated by the creative city discourse. Being fundamentally positive recognized by local
urban artists, the orientation’s efficiency stands in its own way as a result of diverging and inconsistent
administrative approaches towards the subculture which must be overcome.

8.6 Main question: Implications for the subculture and related factors for the strategy
The final section of this thesis’ conclusion answers the main research question, formulated as: ‘What
are the implications for the subculture of urban art arising from its utilization for creative city branding
strategies in the Cologne neighbourhood of Ehrenfeld and what are the related factors that must be
considered for this strategic orientation?’ The question displays a two-part structure. In accordance
with this structure, the first part will deal with concluding remarks on the implications for the
subculture, following final statements on related factors to be considered.
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Despite the intermingling and flexible modes of urban artistic production, the scale of city branding’s
effects on the subculture differs among various types of urban artists. One commonly and positively
perceived implication of city branding refers to added value for the subculture. This added value takes
place in direct value, acknowledged by commercially operating urban artists for economically
benefitting from commissioned artworks, and indirect value. The latter is primarily perceived by
uncommissioned artists and expresses itself through an increasingly general appreciation of urban art.
This positive effect is countered by a number of negatively viewed aspects: illegally operating artists
fault the commodification of the subculture which city branding efforts bear joint responsibility for.
These findings can easily represent the notion of ‘paradoxes’ which Abaza (2016, p. 329) ascertains to
be concomitant with ‘the commodification of revolutionary art’. Another negative implication for
illegally operating artists, most notably those engaging in graffiti, refers to the loss of available space
for tactics of appropriation in Ehrenfeld. Resulting from the selective approach to promotion of urban
art by the municipality of Cologne depending on the intervention’s cultural permissibility and
desirability as well as on associated terminology, the extent and availability of space for illicit artworks
is confined by conversion of surfaces and repainting existing illegal artworks with commissioned
designs.
These interferences symbolize an influence on the practices of urban art. The confrontation with
orderliness is at the core of urban art. As such, it represents a battle for public space between tactics
of appropriation and legitimacy of property rights and thus a battle between order and disorder. As a
steadily process of negotiation, the spatial arrangement of different types of urban art follows internal
rules of the game associated with appropriation. It shows, how appropriation is not only an inherent
characteristic of the subculture as portrayed in the theoretical framework but extends the notion for
its space-defining features. At this point, city branding of urban art intervenes with these rules: with
the selective promotion of desirable art, it re-appropriates parts of the subculture, resulting in a
territorialization of the spatial arrangement of urban art. This territorialization adds to the literature
findings by extending the critique on tearing urban art from its uncommercial context as discussed in
chapter 4.4. Together with structural modifications of the neighbourhood, this territorialization
consequently leads to urban artists increasingly shifting the spatial context for their activities to
different areas of Cologne. Moreover, the selective city branding approach to urban art interferes with
the subculture’s development by reinforcing terminological associations in the sense of refusing the
notion of graffiti flatly and considering urban art and street art as unfailingly positively connoted terms.
The approach creates incentives for urban artists to shift their artistic modes of production accordingly
and thus to separate from fundamental ideas associated with the roots of the subculture such as
appropriation and resistance. On the other hand, it leads to resentment and rejection of the approach
within the illegally operating part of the subculture. This, in turn, is expressed by stepping up of
appropriative measures or the spatial extension of practices as hinted to above and thus exemplifies
how urban art cannot be entirely absorbed by branding strategies.
These reactions enhance that urban art must be understood as movement, which might expend
wherever open spaces are available that can be reconciled with their own set of unwritten rules. The
influence of the municipality’s orientation on these dynamics emphasizes Ferrell & Weide’s (2010) spot
theory as a counter theory to broken-windows approaches. It also underlines the subculture’s friction
that the one-sided approach initiates, partially leading to a separation of the subculture in which
varying types of urban artists cannot appeal to a common point of reference anymore. In some cases,
the positioning of urban artists to that end leads to a dilemma: if a commissioned artist is having
reservations on painting over existing artworks or does not agree to the design of the commission, he
or she is likely to be replaced by an artist who is less susceptible to this orientation on the original ideas
of the subculture.
The dilemma arising from positioning between the original idea of urban art and commodification with
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all its particularities is an issue that needs to be considered for the strategic orientation. As shown
above, the influence of following a selective promotion of urban art has significant impacts on the
subculture, undermining its heterogeneity. The selective eligibility thus marginalizes illegal
manifestations. However, providing a basis to express discord and non-conformity is essential for a
heterogenous social structure. Despite being a contentious artistic practice, illegal graffiti displays a
critical examination and reflection of the right to the city as proclaimed by Henri Lefebvre (2006) and
on the visual appearance of public space. The utilization of urban art in the form of city branding
therefore must consider these tactics of appropriation as well as their roots, their illegality, and their
internal unwritten rules to comprehend them as intrinsically linked with other modes of production
which evolved out of it. By means of a differentiated approach which bears in mind these
particularities, the demanded notion of respect can be taken into account. Moreover, such an
approach counteracts the subculture’s homogenization as a consequence of selective promotion and
thus the separation of the subculture. This is particularly evident in the fact that the possibility of
resistance against commissioned designs does not function as an ultimate goal of illegally operating
artists. On the contrary, the objective is that potential benefits return to the subculture, as the issue
of compensation makes clear. To this end, it is important to acknowledge illegal practices as part of
urban art history and legacy and to contact the local subculture with the help of gatekeepers. The
typologies shown can be used for this purpose. They are crucial for adopting a more nuanced
comprehension of the subculture’s heterogeneity and inconsistencies to its utilization and
commodification which city branding entails. Assuming that ‘the intervention […] acquires its
authenticity through the uncovering and displaying of local conditions’ (Tribble, 2018, p. 159 f.) and
given that the municipality's orientation is largely recognized as a strategy among local urban artists,
including local artists engaging in various types of artworks is of major importance. Together, these
measures not only strengthen the internal subculture’s acceptance of the strategy, but also ensure
authenticity and therefore an important part of the success of city branding efforts.
In the broader context of community development in Ehrenfeld, the homogenous selection of
interventions for the promotion of urban art is the equivalent of the homogenous residential
development resulting from ongoing gentrification in the neighbourhood. Being the visual evidence of
a heterogenous social composition, illegal artworks take an important position for Ehrenfeld’s future.
As acts following the notion of ‘le détournement’ by the Situationist International, they fill their spatial
environment with new meanings and thus encourage democratic exchange (Molnár, 2017).
Disregarding this social function by discounting these practices influences the lived reality as well as
the basis of city branding in Ehrenfeld. With regards to the former, it poses the question as to which
degree multi-(sub)culturality as a reputed factor for the neighbourhood corresponds to that reality. In
response, it was found that addressing urban art in the city branding discourse in a partial way that
refuses to include its subversive components contributes to the commodification of space which
makes it interchangeable and diminishes Ehrenfeld’s (sub)cultural heterogeneity. In consequence, it
creates a myth of the neighbourhood. These findings correspond to the deliberations by Andron (2018)
and Henke (2015) in chapter 4.4.4. At this point, ramifications for the basis of city branding in Ehrenfeld
arise: considering the artistic and subcultural practices of urban art as mere economic drivers entails
the major risk that city branding will lose its foundation to serve as a marketing tool altogether, as a
result of a lack of authenticity associated with the absence of resistant and various types of urban art
in the neighbourhood.
As a final remark of this conclusion, city branding efforts should remember that cities must not
exclusively be considered as economic hubs, but must provide space, in the spatial and social sense,
for (sub)cultures to unfold. Certainly, urban art is no panacea, but it must retain its critical and
countercultural role as indicators of society’s heterogeneity.
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9 Reflection
The final chapter of this research addresses critical reflections and limitations relating to the progress
of conducting and writing this research. Subsequently, it discusses limitations of its results and
recommendations for further research. The section finishes with some practical and broader
recommendations for engaging in research with the subculture of urban art and proposals for
politically engaging with the research topic, which do not represent the policy recommendations as a
whole. Following the wording of the main research question, parts of these must also be derived from
the conclusion chapter.

9.1 Reflection and limitation of the research progress and research methods
In contemplating the progress of this research, its preparation and creation turned out to be a time
intensive process. The conceptual delimitation, choosing for a suitable research context and
adaptations of methodological choices represent hurdles which had to be overcome. Due to the
ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, the thesis did not take place in the course of a research internship, which
would not only have determined the research context, but would have also provided additional
guidance on objectives and the research procedure in general. On the other hand, this approach
facilitated the unrestricted demarcation of the research topic, which resulted in realizing the thesis
with great enthusiasm. As the interviews and field research were conducted in August 2020, it was
possible to meet the respondents personally for face-to-face interviews. This situation was particularly
important for this research, because before the interviews took place, preceding talks answered the
purpose of building rapport which is deemed to have had a positive influence on the quality of
statements arising from the interviews.
With reference to the methods chosen, it was found that for the research progress, adopting a
triangulation approach resulted in varied tasks making the progress more interesting compared to
relying on only one method. At the same time, the approach contains difficulties which refer to utmost
attention to details during the conduct, extensive and repeating inspections, and the necessity to
foresee the interview contents to a certain extent for taking photographs which illuminate the context
in detail. In one of the earliest studies on graffiti as a geographical phenomenon, Ley & Cybriwsky
(1974, p. 504) write, that their ‘explanation of the incidence of urban graffiti might best be regarded
as an interpretation’. This research can only agree with this reflection. Implications, as one of the main
research topics for this thesis, are almost inevitably interpretative. Yet, with the help of the coding
schemes, it is possible to replicate the results. Engaging quantitatively with a subculture partially
following criminalized practices would have been more difficult in gathering enough data, separating
different underlying conceptions in the form of typologies and thus on their implications, mainly due
to the inaccessible character of urban artists. Looking at visual data through a certain lens, Rose (2016,
p. 23) argues: ‘visual imagery is never innocent; It is always constructed through various practices,
technologies and knowledges’. At this point, the researcher’s acquaintance with the research context
of Ehrenfeld as well as familiarity with practices of urban art must be considered as a limitation.

9.2 Limitations of the research results
Limitations and weaknesses of the research results emerging from these methodological choices and
the interpretation must also be considered. It was found that urban art must be understood as
movement expanding to different spatial contexts. Principally, it must be acknowledged that the
subculture is not subdivided between neighbourhoods. Even though artists are more active in some
areas than others, there is no such thing as a neighbourhood-specific urban art scene, as urban artists
typically do not mind demarcation lines between city areas.
Another limiting factor for this research’s results relates to the elaborated typology of Cologne based
urban artists. It must be acknowledged that it is questionable to what extent the suggested
terminological conceptualizations are applicable with and match the identification of urban artists
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themselves. In addition, no interview with an artist who can be attributed the full commercialist
typology was conducted, but the reasoning for this type derives from insights of other respondents.
Together with the fact that the typology is based on a total of ten interviewees mitigates the empirical
evidence for the typology in general. In defence, however, two arguments against this limitation are
given: first, full commercialists arguably have little to no connection to their spatial environment and
therefore cannot be allotted to the Cologne subculture of urban art. And second, the typology is to be
understood in connection with the policy recommendations and thus does not claim generalisation.
Finally, city branding must not be held liable to be the only driver for the commodification of
the subculture of urban art. On the one hand, the subculture’s commodification is part of a broader
movement, associated with for instance urban art in advertisements but also as part of subcultureinternal developments which is not influenced by selective promotional efforts. One the other hand,
it is to be understood against the broader process of the commodification of the city as a whole,
resulting from neoliberal urban politics and their deregulating and privatising approach.

9.3 Recommendations for further research
Following from the exploratory approach of this research, a number of recommendations to explore
the research topic in greater depth as well as more general recommendations on scientifically engaging
with the subculture of urban art are given in this subsection.
Achieving external validity is difficult for a single case-study because it devotes itself to understand the
specific conditions and context in detail. The research attempted to demonstrate how this information
derived from the analysis of Ehrenfeld as a case-study are relevant for other neighbourhoods by
theoretically drawing on communalities with the Berlin neighbourhood of Kreuzberg. Further casestudy research analysing symbolically charged neighbourhoods and areas in general which are
undergoing residential and structural changes and are subject to city branding efforts would be
necessary to compare the research findings with this thesis’ results. As a result, it would enhance the
findings’ external validity and applicability to different research contexts. This recommendation
however restricts to single case-studies, as this research design is deemed valuable for giving respect
to the notion of urban particularism. Moreover, the research area of mythmaking of symbolically
charged neighbourhoods and their consequences on issues of attachment and identity for its residents
was touched in this research but would require more depth on the residential level. This entails the
need to include the residential neighbourhood level to gain more insights on whether branding efforts
are appealing to the city’s residents and reactions to these in more general terms.
Quantitative methods would improve this research’s findings or form the basis for more in-depth
research on the issue of terminology and selective approaches to urban art for promotional efforts:
gathering data on registered offences in the context of urban art and their respective state of affairs
are promising to reveal data to further unfold the role which terminology plays for the municipality’s
examination of urban art and to conceive how these affect the prevalent selective approach.
As a last point, a few general recommendations on engaging with urban artists will be given, which
resulted from this research. Most fundamentally, preparing for linguistic peculiarities of the subculture
is important to avoid explanation of terms and to enhance the researcher’s approval. Additionally, it is
vital to display sensibility for the artists’ inaccessibleness and restraints relating to talking about
practices which expose themselves to prosecution.
Interpretations of the terms urban art, graffiti and street art as visual practices in public space vary
depending on the research context and the academic background of researchers. There exists no
uniform definition. The interpretation employed for this research would therefore be too broad for
other fields of research, for instance if the focus is on single modes of production or underlying
motivations of street artists. Finally, as urban artists express themselves through their interventions,
engaging with these must not only bank on their utterances, but also their practices. The final
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recommendation thus relates to an invitation or request for researchers to get into the field and
engage with the subculture in situ, to acquire more comprehensive insights on the subculture.

9.4 Recommendations for praxis
As mentioned in the beginning, practical recommendations for governing city branding in connection
with urban art have partly been implemented in the conclusion section, most notably those which
concern related factors for the future of urban art in Ehrenfeld and the neighbourhood itself. However,
not all recommendations for praxis are covered by these, so that the last subsection of this chapter
addresses a number of continuing advices. Referring back to the French philosopher Henri Lefebvre,
these might be regarded as post-Lefebvrian proposals.
For the future of creative city branding efforts utilizing urban art, the first proposal relates to the
recommendation for further research mentioned above: including residents of branded
neighbourhoods into the strategic direction. Kavaratzis & Ashworth (2015, p. 167) point to this
shortcoming by stating: ‘The contribution of culture to place branding, however, is minimised if it is
over-simplified in order to provide content for superficial promotional activities or meaningless and
unsubstantiated identity claims, which in actual effect, disconnect the place brand from local culture’.
To counteract this effect, city branding must be mindful of the place it promotes. With regards to
promoting urban art, paying attention to differing public awareness within different neighbourhoods
is crucial for this marketing-oriented approach. If residents cannot predominantly identify themselves
with creative and yet resistant acts that urban art so aptly represents, branding efforts might
disconnect the brand from the actual lived culture of the neighbourhood and thus deflect from their
objective. If current urban planning approaches are sparked by the creative city discourse, it ultimately
is essential to first ponder where creativity emerges and to assure that the underlying conditions for
creativity persist in the form of vigour. Only if this factor is considered conscientiously, identification
with the strategic direction can be ensured and forming a myth can be averted in the long run.
More fundamentally, questioning or at least critically assessing the imperatives that the creative city
discourse dictates as a guiding principle for city branding efforts must be undertaken. This proposal
relates to the ideas suggested by Ind & Todd (2012, p. 48): ‘creativity does not need to be the property
of a creative class nor used in an instrumental way to move a place up a league table of desirability. It
is something that everyone can contribute to, when an environment is created and nurtured in which
people can experiment and extend themselves’. Carrying on their argument, the authors suggest that
the function of city branders should be to manage ‘not creativity itself, but for creativity’ (p. 49). This
includes without limitation providing open spaces for urban art and other creative practices to unfold.
It also includes to regard creativity not only if it can be used as an economic tool, but to esteem it for
its social and cultural value, free of commercial interests.
As inconsistencies in the administrative structures of the municipality of Cologne and the selective
promotion of urban art demonstrate, governance of the subculture is not a straightforward endeavour.
In fact, it surrounds a charged political discussion on how to fit disorder with order and thus is a
challenging task. On these grounds, its success depends on careful governance that these
recommendations and the research in general hope to contribute to. Banet-Weiser (2011, p. 652) aptly
notes: ‘the street and graffiti artist must be managed and governed in particular ways so as not to lose
‘authenticity’ while at the same time not threatening the business model of the branded city’. This
research’s findings indicate how the subordination of urban art for the purpose of city branding might
produce public space according to an interchangeable logic and thus diminishes the strategy’s
competitive advantage. It emphasizes the need for taking into account the proposals made with this
research. However, these proposals should not be understood as a manual, as something that if
applied accordingly will result in successful outcomes. On the contrary, it should be read as a thoughtprovoking impulse and as the outcome of a critical investigation which does not consider creativity as
a natural resource, but which takes insights from within creativity, its producers.
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Appendix A: Interview guide urban artists Cologne
Introduction:
•

Forschungsvorhaben kurz erläutern, Anonymität zusichern, Einverständnis für Aufnahme des
Gesprächs erfragen
Interview questions:
•
•

•

•

•

•

1. Seit wann beschäftigst du dich persönlich mit Graffiti und Street Art?
2. Kannst du mir etwas darüber erzählen, wie du an das Thema Graffiti und Street Art gekommen
bist? (Gab es bspw. eine Art Schlüsselmoment oder eine Besonderheit die dich dazu motiviert
hat, selbst aktiv zu werden?)
3. Bist du selbst noch aktiv auf den Straßen?
o Falls ja: Wie tragen sich deine Aktivitäten nach außen? Woraus bestehen deine Arbeiten?
Was machst du am liebsten? Warum sind die von dir geäußerten Praktiken für dich am
reizvollsten, was macht sie aus?
o Falls nein: haben sich deine Aktivitäten verändert? Welchen Arbeiten gehst du heute
nach? Warum sind die von dir geäußerten Praktiken für dich am reizvollsten, was macht
sie aus?
4. Seit ihrer Entstehung haben sich Graffiti und Street Art in ihrer Ausprägung differenziert (von
Aneignung des öffentlichen Raums und widerständigen Handlungen zu legalen Formen und
Auftragsarbeiten)
o Wie bewertest du diese Entwicklung persönlich?
o Denkst du, dass alle Erscheinungen eine Daseinsberechtigung haben? Denkst du, dass
sowohl legale, als auch illegale Werke problemlos miteinander bestehen bleiben
können?
o Gibt es Beispiele aus deinen eigenen Erfahrungen woran du deine Meinung festmachen
kannst?
o [diese section nicht zu sehr strukturieren, da in Interviewsituation auf die verschiedenen
Werte/Einstellungen/Gründe eingegangen werden kann; probing question: kannst du
dies näher erläutern?]
5. An dieser Stelle möchte ich gerne genauer auf das Veedel Ehrenfeld zu sprechen kommen.
o Wie haben sich Graffiti und Street Art deiner Meinung nach in Ehrenfeld entwickelt?
o Ehrenfeld wird heute Stadtteil mit besonders kreativen Charakter wahrgenommen. Gibt
es Besonderheiten in diesem Stadtgebiet, die deiner Meinung nach dafür maßgeblich
waren/sind?
o Ist dir persönlich aufgefallen, ob sich die Art und Weise wie die Stadt Köln mit dem
Thema umgeht, verändert hat?
6. Traditionell haben Städte als Antwort auf Graffiti und Street Art eine Null-Toleranz Politik
geführt. Seit einiger Zeit ändert sich diese Ausrichtung und auch die Stadt Köln ergreift
Maßnahmen, Urban Art aktiv zu bewerben. (welche unter das Stichwort ‚creative city branding‘
fallen.)
o Bist du mit dieser strategischen Ausrichtung der Stadt Köln vertraut? Oder nimmst du
persönlich diese Ausrichtung überhaupt als Strategie wahr?
o Hast du von einzelnen Maßnahmen gehört? Wenn ja, von welchen?
o Kannst du etwas darüber erzählen, was du von dieser Strategie hältst? [vielleicht im
Zeitverlauf vom ersten Zeitpunkt zu heute; Veränderung der eigenen
Wahrnehmung/Position gegenüber strategischer Ausrichtung? Hat sich deine eigene
Meinung darüber im Laufe der Zeit verändert?]
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▪

•

•

•

Manche Künstler vertreten da mutmaßlich eine andere Einstellung. Woran liegt
es deiner Meinung nach, dass andere Künstler dieser Ausrichtung gegenüber
eher kritisch/zustimmend eingestellt sind?
7. Zum Schluss würde ich gerne noch kurz mit dir auf die Zukunft von Urban Art in Ehrenfeld zu
sprechen kommen.
o Wie schätzt du, wird sich die derzeitige Ausrichtung der Stadt Köln auf die Urban Art
Szene auswirken?
o Wo siehst du die Zukunft der Subkultur in Ehrenfeld?
8. In Ehrenfeld findet seit 2011 alle 2 Jahre das Urban Art Festival ‚City Leaks‘ statt, welches von
der Stadt Köln gefördert wird. Zudem bietet die Stadt geführte ‚Urban Art Touren‘ an und
bewirbt den kreativen Charakter Ehrenfelds aktiv auf ihren websites.
o Wie stehst du dieser Ausrichtung gegenüber?
▪ Warum ist dieser Wandel der städtischen Position deiner Meinung nach eher
positiv/negativ zu sehen?
▪ Wie schätzt du die Einstellung von Künstlern ein, die dieser Ausrichtung
gegenüber eher kritisch/zustimmend eingestellt sind?
▪ Welche Auswirkungen kann diese städtische Ausrichtung deiner Ansicht nach auf
die Urban Art Szene haben?
9. Ausblick: wie schätzt du wird sich die Subkultur in Ehrenfeld in Zukunft entwickeln?
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Appendix B: Coding scheme
Code group 1
Typology

Thematic codes
Illegal graffiti artist
Legal graffiti artist
Full commercialist
Commercial street artist
Commercial graffiti artist
Classical street artist

Descriptive codes

Code group 2
Juxtaposition

Thematic codes
Appropriation

Descriptive codes
Fundamental
Political
Dispute
Locality
Displacement
Extension

Space

Code group 3
Coexistance

Thematic codes
Commissioned designs

Descriptive codes
Acceptance
Rejection

Lookout
Resilience
Compensation
Code group 4
Promoted manifestations

Thematic codes
Creativeness Ehrenfeld

CityLeaks
Code group 5
Utilization

Thematic codes
Urban artists perception
Bureaucracy
Public awareness
CityLeaks
Interface

Descriptive codes
Development of urban art
Development of the quarter
Reputation and hype
Non-existence
Prestige
Descriptive codes
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Appendix C.1: Coding tree sub question 1

Appendix C.2: Coding tree sub question 2
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Appendix C.3.1: Coding tree sub question 3

Appendix C.3.2: Coding tree sub question 3
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Appendix C.3.3: Coding tree sub question 3
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Appendix C.3.4: Coding tree sub question 3
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Appendix C.4: Coding tree sub question 4
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Appendix C.5.1: Coding tree sub question 5
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Appendix C.5.2: Coding tree sub question 5
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Appendix D: Types of urban art
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Appendix E.1: Urban art map published by KölnTourismus GmbH
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Appendix E.2: Urban art map published by KölnTourismus GmbH
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